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UnOBr TITBy the performance of men and macfiines depends on what they are made of. United States Steel
makes the materials for the machines, whether it's a very tough armor plate, or heat-resistant alloy, or Stainless Steels.
You might be interested in some of the USS steels developed specifically for aircraft and missiles:
USS Strux, an alloy steel with close to 300,000 psi tensile strength primarily for aircraft landing gears;
USS Airsteel X-200, an air-hardenable alloy steel with 230,000 psi yield strength for aircraft sheet and missile
applications; USS 12MoV and USS 17-5 MnV Stainless Steels for high-speed aircraft and missiles;
Stainless "W", a precipitation-hardenable Stainless Steel.
New special metals, new methods for making them, present an
exciting challenge. Men willing to accept this challenge— civil,
industrial, mechanical, metallurgical, ceramic, electrical or chemi-
cal engineers— have a future with United States Steel. For details,
just send the coupon.
djsS) United States Steel
USS is a registered trademarl^ ^^^^^^
United States Steel Corporation
Personnel Division
52S William Penn Place
Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania
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The theme of this issue is Electronics. Barb Polan has begun
the theme with the cover and Don Blattner picks it up on page
10 with his article on Proximity Fuses.
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Engineer C. A. Booker and Technician L. G. Szarmach run an optimizing control test
to achieve the highest profit rate for a simulated chemical distillation process.
The New Products Laboratories help j
the Westinghouse engineer verify his theories
The engineer at Westinghouse can rely on the New
Products Laboratories to help verify his theories. These
laboratories at Cheswick, Pennsylvania, contain a group
of advanced engineering development personnel who
can converse in both the language of the fundamental
scientist and of the designer.
These laboratories, through their diverse scientific
activities, aid the work of engineers in all departments
of the corporation and provide a means to convert theory
into i)roven equii^ment. Among the many projects which
have come into being through the New Products Labora-
tories are thermoelectric power generation, thermoelec-
tric refrigation, ultrasonic cleaning, and OPCON, a new
concept in [jrocess control systems. OPCON (optimizing
control ) has proven successful in the chemical processes
industry. Other possible applications include the petro-
leum, steel and paper industries.
The young engineer at Westinghouse isn't expected
to know all the answers . . . our work is often too
advanced for that. Instead, his abilities and knowledge
are backed up by specialists like those in the New
Products Laboratories.
If you have ambition and ability, you can have a
rewarding career with Westinghouse. Our broad product
line, decentralized operations, and diversified technical
assistance provide hundreds of challenging opportuni-
ties for talented engineers.
Want more information? Write today to Mr. L. H.
Noggle, Westinghouse Educational Department, Ard-
more and Brinton Roads, Pittsburgh 21, Pennsylvania.
you CAN BE SURE . ..IF n's
Westinghouse
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Separathig tlic clcmcni^..
.
to form new and better metals
In their searvh for slrontier, loiitihvr, or more henl-resislanl iiit'liillir tniilerials,
Gencrtil Motors Reaearch chemists use the new anion exchantie resin technique
to obtain exact analyses of complex experinivnlal alloys.
Looking for a job with an cxcciilidnal fulurcy Aii' you ink'rfstcil in clci-li-onics . . .
metals ... jet propulsion . . . aulonioliik-s . . . inertial guidance syslenisy These are just a few
of many exciting fields of science and engineering at General Motors.
Opportunities are virtually endless at GM. Progress can be rapid for men who have
ability, enthusiasm and potential. You grow as you learn, moving up lluough your department
and division, or over to other divisions.
GM provides financial aid if you go on for your Master's or Doctor's. Also, uiulergrads
can work at GM during the summer and gain wdrthwhile experience.
For all the details on a rewarding career, see your Placement Olficei- or write to Gi
Personnel Staff, Detroit 2, Michigan.
d Motors,
(iENERAL MOTORS
GM positions now available in these fields for men holding Bachelor's, Master's and Doctor's degrees: Mechanical, Electrical, Industrial, Metallurgical, Chemical,
Aeronautical and Ceramic Engineering. Mathematics. Industrial Design. Physics. Chemistry. Engineering Mechanics. Business Administration and Related Fields
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for 35 years, Hersey Meters have been equipped with JENKINS VALVES
Century-old Hersey-Sparling Meter Company
does everything possible to make good its slo-
gan— You can't buy a better Water Meter
than Hersey. One example is seen in a rule
that any part of the meter not made by Hersey
must be obtained from sources which have
Hersey's own policy of making the Best. For
valves, Hersey's standard for quality has been
JENKINS for 35 years.
Hersey-Sparling's customers, like the buyers
of any equipment that incorporates valves, see
the famous Jenkins DIAMOND trade-mark on
the valves as a sure sign that nothing has been
spared in assuring reliability and low mainte-
nance costs. Architects, engineers, contractors
and operating men are bound to respect equip-
ment that carries the valves they so often specify
to assure trouble-free piping systems.
Of course, valves of less quality can be
had for a little less money. But it is worth
remembering that Jenkins Valves, so widely
known for reliability, cost no more than any
good valves. Jenkins Bros., 100 Park Ave.,
New York 17.
T F IVK TN S VA T VF S ^*W!^ ^^^"^ trusted trade-mark m THE VALVE WORLD
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BENDIX COMPUTERS ... AND HOW TO FIGURE
YOUR FUTURE AS A PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER
Jet air line speeds bring new com-
plications to the problems the air-
line captain must solve. Helping
him to prepare and follow his Flight
Plan are two important Bendix'''^
contributions: (1) The Bendix G-15
Computer, which makes pre-flight
calculations of wind, weather, fuel,
and load in seconds; and (2) air-
borne Bendix Doppler Radar, which
gives the pilot instant, constant
navigation data that previously re-
quired continual manual calculation.
Similar Bendix scientific and engi-
neering advances are geared to the
entire modern industrial complex.
Opportunities for the engineering
graduate are nearly limitless.
BENDIX HAS 24 DIVISIONS, 4 SUBSIDI-
ARIES—Coast to coast, Bendix activ-
ities are decentralized—and, at the
same time, generally adjacent to the
industries they serve. There is great
latitude in choice of work area for
the young engineer.
SIZE AND STABILITY - In terms of
APRIL, 1960
corporate size, Bendix ranks in the
top 60 industrial firms (dollar sales)
in the United States. In fiscal 1959,
Bendix sales totalled more than
$680,000,000. An investment in
future sales was the $120,000,000
in engineering expenditures.
DIVERSE PRODUCTION AND RESEARCH
— The graduate engineer has a
chance to specialize with Bendix.
He can probe electronics, nuclear
physics, heat transfer, ultrasonics,
aerodynamics, power metallurgy —
and a long list of other challenging
fields. Or, he can aim for broader
areas of mathematics, research, ad-
ministration, and management.
CHANCE TO LEAD - Bendix is a di-
versified engineering-research-
manufacturing firm. Bendix
products include: Talos and Eagle
guided missiles; Doppler radar
systems for aircraft navigation
;
numerical control systems for
machine tools; power steering and
power brakes for automotive
vehicles; nuclear devices; flight
control systems for aircraft; satel-
lite controls. More important to you,
as an engineering graduate, are the
vast numbers of new projects now
being planned — projects to which
you can contribute your knowledge
and ingenuity.
BENDIX IS SYNONYMOUS WITH ENGI-
NEERING—At Bendix, you can join
an engineering staff of more than
12,000 people-5,000 of them grad-
uate engineers.
Bendix offers you a chance to
exercise your engineering degree
in a real engineering capacity. See
your placement director or write to
Director of University and Scientific
Relations, Bendix Aviation Corpo-
ration, 1108 Fisher Building,
Detroit 2, Michigan.
A thousand diversified products
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From the Editor's Desk
Recent Developments . . .
This little poem is for the benefit of those soon to leave our institutional
education with their green box in hand. We hope it will prepare them for what
may come.
There otiee ivtis a young engineer-
In the fifth year of his t/reiit aireer
Sti// nhle and keen
II itii a ill (if tin// niai hine
\ (it his salary hail i/roiin
Just his rear.
I'he firm had another, J hear
If ho varied his eollei/e eareer
fie deheateil. he ivrole
For this rag. p/ease note
.\'nir he is ehief engineer.
—Dr. Paul I). Holtzman
Nuff said? (Dr. Holtzman by the way, is the head of the rhetoric depart-
ment at Penn State University.)
I was surprised to hear several students complain because we have drop-
ped the joke page. Actually, we found through a recent survey that it is was
disliked more passionately than it was liked, so we thought best to discard it.
We hope that those who so violently opposed the magazine for this reason will
now sit down and read the technical articles with as critical an eye as they read
the jokes. We could use some constructive criticism on the articles.
It WGS pleasing to find that the much talked about "Ugly American" was
not only a "good guy," but also an engineer. Read this book if you have time.
It's an interesting study in diplomatic blunderings by Americans.
If I seem to ramble, it's because I don't have my mind on my work. I got
married April 10th, and who wants to write editorials to bearded slide-rule toters
at a time like this.
-WDP
Why diversification makes a better all-around man
TAivrRsiFiCATioN of cfTort makes for versatility—and ver-
^ satility pays off in business as well as on the athletic
field. We've found that to be especially true here at Koppers.
Koppers is a widely diversified company—actively en-
gaged in the research and production of a wide range of re-
lated and seemingly unrelated products, such as remarkable
new plastics, jet-engine sound control, wood preservatives,
steel mill processes, dyestuffs, electrostatic precipitators, coal
tar chemicals, anti-oxidants and innumerable others.
Because we are diversified, our work is interesting. Through
job rotation, our engineers and management personnel are
given the opportunity to learn many of the diverse activities
at Koppers. The result? Versatility.
While you are moving laterally at Koppers, you are also
moving up. Your responsibilities are increased. Your ability
is evaluated and re-evaluated. And you are compensated
accordingly.
You don't have to be with Koppers for 20 years before you
get somewhere. If you have ability, ideas, spark
—
you'll move
ahead, regardless of seniority or tenure.
At Koppers, you'll stand on your own two feet. You'll get
responsibility, but you'll also have free rein to do the job the
way you think it should be done. No one will get in your way.
Koppers is a well-established company—a leader in many
fields. Yet, it's a forward-looking company, a young man's
company. Perhaps, your company.
Why not find out? Write to the Personnel Manager,
Koppers Company, Inc., Room 230, Koppers Bldg., Pitts-
burgh 19, Pennsylvania. Or, see your College Placement
Director and arrange an appointment with a Koppers rep-
resentative for the next recruitinc visit.
KOPPER
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POWER NEEDS PIONEERS
... as much today as ever
PIONEERING is a key word at Wisconsin Electric Power Company. The Company's
future as a power utility was entrusted to the imaginative minds of its engineers when
it decided to incorporate the experimental pulverized fuel boilers (1904 photo above left)
into Lakeside power plant. This experiment soon resulted in record boiler efficiency and
won world-wide acceptance. Today's 275,000 kw unit 5 at Oak Creek power plant (above
right) is an example of the Company's continuing reliance on pioneering ideas to pro-
vide power with ever-increasing efficiency and economy. Among the imaginative solutions
to problems at unit 5 are: turbines with the floor line at the center of the turbine— solv-
ing a space problem; motor actuated hangers to control stress in the main steam pipe;
silo-type bins for coal storage — eliminating stress problems and cutting construction
costs; aerodynamically tested duct work to reduce pressure loss between the dust collec-
tor and fans, and specially designed finned aluminum tubes — heated with bled steam.
We invite your questions about engineering opportunities in all fields— excellent pos-
sibilities for you to pioneer in power.
WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY SYSTEM
Wisconsin Electric Power Co.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Wisconsin Michigan Power Co.
Appieton, Wis.
Wisconsin Natural Gas Co.
Racine, Wis.
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The Radio Proximity Fuse
Secret Weapon of World War II
By Donald J. Blattner
fie
Japaru'si- airplanes wliiih attacked
Pearl Harbor on December 7, l')41,
scored 1') torpedo bits on American war-
ships, undaunted by the ineffectual anti-
aircraft fire thrown au;ainst them. Two
days later, other Jap planes caught the
British capital ships Pr'uuc of ll'/i/is
and Rifiiilsc off the coast of Malaya
and quickly sank them. During the year
that followed, in a series of air-sea bat-
tles highlighted by the epic encounters
in the Coral Sea and at Midway, U. S.
and Japanese aircraft inflicted heavy
losses on each other's surface veij^els.
The balance of battle swung in favor
of the U. S. with dramatic ^iddenncss
on January 5, 1943 when a Jap'Aichi
99 dive bomber flew within range of the
I'SS Helena's five-inch gun!j. On tlie
second salvo the Japanese plane crashed
in flames. The shells fired by the Helena
were of a new type; mounteeL-in the tip
of each one was a tiny radio transmit-
ter/receiver which caused the shell to
explode as it came close to its intepided
target. The tiny radie-^et was callfd a
"proximity fuse." It defended the L . S.
fleet against Japanese aircraft, enabling
our planes to concentrate on offense; it
helped save London from V-1 robot
bombs; and it contributed to the defeat
of the Nazi armies iriyrtnJ^attle of the
Bulge. Its dexastaUj^Kf^ arrival on the
battle fields of \Voy)(i/\Var II was th
timeh' result oiJfr "?ww'wiii)ii liV£iiiiw
devel()pn«*H^--tM^am^_T2ie whole proj- ,ing molded into the plastic tip of the
ect was shrouded in secrecy tcir^earihac - fu«cr'^fre"'m"Tfg ' !lll'(1 Ttif l5(KtT~of" tKe""'
shell itself served as the radiating sys-
tem, and were excited by a high fre-
quency vacuum tube oscillator. The
presence of a target body within the
radiation pattern changed the energy ab-
sorption of the antenna, cau.sing a
change in oscillator plate current. This
change of current was amplified in sev-
eral tiny \acuum tubes and made to send
a current through an electric blasting
cap, thus detonating the shell.
This seemingly simple device, actual-
ly fantastically difficult to make opera-
ti\e in the tiny space and rugged en-
vironment of a shell, multiplied the ef-
fcctixeness of the Na\y's anti-aircraft
fire. While the first trickle of proximity
fuses were reaching the Pacific fleet,
only one out of four AA shells fired had
a proximity fuse, yet these few account-
curacy to insure bursts at the height and
range desired. Shells travel several
hundred feet in one-tenth of a second,
so in practice the explosion might occur
anywhere along a 1000 ft. path. Thus
h.-mdicapped, artiilerv' fire was unable to
follow the coimtours of terraui, and
anti-aircraft was "good" when it
brought down one plane for e\ery 2.^00
shots.
A fuse operated by proximity rather
than by contact or by timing was a sim-
ple enough idea, ^ut to develop an oper-
able device for mass production was in-
credibly difficvilt. All combatants in
World War' 1 1 attempted it, but the
owl\' successful"* development of prox-
imity fusts for shells was American.
les Phinney Baxter Jird, historian of
(Office of Scientific Research and De-
velopment, has written that, except for
the development of the atomic bomb,
developnwlt of the proximity fuse con-
stituted the most remarkable scientific
achievement of the war.
' The fuse had to be sensit
in operation, safe
ly detonated whe
ence of a tar
tern were not.
fragmentation
be mere
tro\"in
ed for more than half of all enemy
planes shot down by anti-aircraft fire.
As the gunners became more accus-
tomed to the new devices, the ratio of
improvement grew even greater.
To the Army, the proximity fuse of-
fered an ideal means of opening holes in
enemy lines for advancing troops. All
bursts inflict most damage to troops in
trenches and foxholes when exploded at
the proper height. Shells fitted with
radio proximity fuses could deliver uni-
form bursts at the preferred height re-
gardless of variations in terrain, bad
weatljif, or darkness. There was danger,
however, that the enemy migljt recover
a dud and be able to duplicate the fuse
in time fT> use it against us. THtrefore,
the Qimbined Qii^fs of Staff main-
roximit\' fuses coidd
,ater, where there
of compromising the
Ci)i
and rapid
instant-
le pres-
pat-
1 to the
en
of 194i^-3-tl1s"threat--t(iJ:he area;
the forces destined to ijiyade No
the enemy might turn our weapon
against us; exposure of our bomber for-
mations to enemy proximity-fused fire
coidd have imperiled allied mastery of
the air.
In nulitary terminology, the device
that explodes a shell is called a fuse.
Prior to the development of the prox-
imity fuse, two types of fuses were iti
use: contact fuses, exploded by contact
with their target; and time fvises, set to
explode a fixed time after being fired.
Contact fuses were satisfactory for use
against ships, tanks, and strong biuld-
ings. For anti-aircraft and anti-person-
nel fire, time fuses were used, set to ex-
plode the projectile at a point w here the
maximum number of fragments would
pass through the target. The difHcult\
was to set the fuses with sufficient ac-
ule tha
be fii;^jLonly
would ^ no risk
device.
Secret intelligeflte that the (jermans
prep_ariiig to use robot bombs
ainst London ;t«d tha^Swtsinf south-
rn Kngland \v<is^ recened iil^the fall
where
I m /a A rmandy
wei'g^athering, imperiled the success of
rVip>o;ieat cross channel operation. De-
' information -ctincerning the buzz
was sped fp'om allied intelligence
proximity fuse labora-
nths before the first V-1
IjimrfTTeTi on LngiaTKr. X iromplete
«Tockup of the robot bomb was con-
structed and hinig_JijXij:^&li~tft:-i^to^\'fs
near'AlbilS^mcfue, New _,Mexico. Tests
were made to find-T\*lilch model prox-
imity fuse woidd function best against
these targets. The Combined Chiefs of
Staff" relaxed their rules to permit the
use of the fuses against the new Nazi
menace. Three months before the first
buzz bomb fell on British soil, a ship-
ment of proximity fuses arrived in Eng-
land. Inuring the second week in July,
anti-aircraft guns with SCR-584 radars
and M-9 predictors were concentrated
on the Channel coast (where duds and
early bursts would not be dangerous to
civilians). In the first week of prox-
imity fuse operation, 2'\'^'c of targets
shot at were destroyed, 46*^ in the sec-
ond. hV', in the third and 79',' in the
fourth. On the last da\- of the 80-day
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V-1 siege, 104 were detected by early
warning radar, but only 4 reached Lon-
don. Sixteen failed to reach the coast,
14 were shot down by the R.A.F., 2
were enmeshed by barrage balloons, and
anti-aircraft fire destroyed 68.
After the invasion was launched, the
(.'iiinbined Chiefs released proximit\'
tuscs for the defense of the artificial
".\Iullberr\ " harbors constructed ofif
tlie Normandy beaches, and later off
Cherbourg, but no general release for
use over land was permitted. The Army
was eager for their use, however, so
careful estimates were made of the short-
est possible time in which (jerniany or
japan might duplicate the fuse. FinalK,
the Allied High Command determined
to use it for howitzer fire in an offen-
sive planned for December 26, 1944.
I'efore this offensive could be launched,
h()\ve\er, the Germans beat us to the
punch, starting the great struggle known
as the Battle of the Bulge. Fortunately,
proximity fuses were on hand to stem
the German advance toward Meuse and
the threat to Lipg*.»As familiarity with
the fuse and appreciatTNi^__of its capabil-
ities grew, i/s use was ex>emlpJ from
anti-aircraft 'and howitzer applications
arrassing and inte/diction
;md in fog as well tis coun-
perations anai+^'patt*^ of
introduction
The author is shown preparing a sketch of a proximity fuse for an artillery
shell.
to mcluile
file b\- nigl
ter-batter\
tile front. TF
the proximity fuse had a dexastatin
tect on the Nazis. Prisoners of wf
characterized our artillery as the most
demoralizing and destructive ever en-
countered. The terrific execution in-
llicted and the consternation resulting
trom night and day bombardment con-
tributed materially to victor\' in the
Uulge. In the offensives that followed,
notably the crossings of the Rhine, and
in the defense of Antwerp against V-l's
the proximity fuse continued to pro\e
its worth. It was used to great effect in
the Mediterranean theatre and in the
heavy fighting on (Okinawa and Luzon.
Near the end of the war, a radio prox-
imity fuse developed for the Army's 81
mm mortar increased effectiveness of
mortar fire by 10 or twenty- fold.
For the Air Force, proximity fuse
hombs and rockets were de\eloped, al-
though they could not be used until it
was certain that (jermany and Japan
would not have time to duplicate them
tor use against us. They were first used
with great effect by bombers of the
7th Air Force asainst Iwo Jima in
i'ehruary 1945. They paralyzed enemy
AA and mortar fire on this and other
occasions in the Pacific, European and
.Mediterranean theatres. P r o x i m i t y-
fused general-purpose, fragmentation,
an<i Kel-gas bombs were used with dead-
1\ effect b\ the 12th Air Force in Italy
against personnel and materiel shielded
from ordinary ground bursts. In the
strikes by the Third Fleet against Japan
near the end of the war, about one-third
of all bombs dropped by the carrier
|ilanes had proximity fuses.
The complexity and magnitude of the
proximity fuse program rank it among
the scientific achievements of World
War II. A radio transmitter receiver,
complete with its power supplies, had
*^o be fitted into a space about the size
2?"-a~-^onventional radio receiving tube.
A^slie'^waje time, it had to be made
rugge<r>Hmj^-..h) withstand the shock
of firing an?S<j^£~'T'eutrifugal force of
rotation as the shetK^Min tH^ight
tiny electron tubes uselt-4l^re ""^,
components most vulnerabIe'"-Sii,
forces. Not only could the tin\
not break; their delicate cathodes,
and grids had to maintain alignmen
lest the performance of the tube be im
paired or destroyed. The requirements
of extreme ruggedness applied not only
to tubes, but to batteries, condensers,
resistors, switches and all the other
variegated components. Plastic molding
techniques, using casting resins to holdj
the many parts in place were developei
for ruggedization of the entire fuse as
sembly. A miniature dry battery able to'
stand the shock of firing from the gun
was developed biit scaling to ever small-
er sizes for smaller shells was difficult,
and shelf life was a problem. Therefore,
a batter\- was developed using a liquid
electrolyte stored in a glass container.
The glass was broken by the firing of
the shell and the spin of rotation after
firing spread the electrolyte into the
battery plates. For unrotated projectiles
such as bombs, rockets, and mortar
shells, a propeller-driven generator was
used in lieu of batteries.
Fidl production was begun in Janu-
ary, 1942. Standards of performance
were the highest ever set for .assembly
line technique!!. For example, every tube
manufactured was spun in a centrifuge
to ,ui acceleration of 20,000 Cj and
hundreds of thousands were shot from
guns in quality control tests. By Sep-
tember 1942, production of proximity
fuse shells had reached 400 per day.
In the middle of November 4500 shells
were sent out to the Pacific to the ships
most likely to see early action. The
Japanese plane which flamed into the
ocean from 1 IcUnii's first shots on Janu-
the effect
land/-.4Mi
.iud air (V the proximity
the peak
-fourth of
ction facili-
ythe plastic
lion fuses
ith ; over
|cion \Laf«^"ai^eil„ouT under c
•<urity"co>i^iv1is: *^ach succi
>i/c
(nv. 1(
es-
was per-
ke\J, room. Fewtiieil in a diffsi*
lividuals knjyh- lyliat the Vnil proi
most I'Um'^ fiid; tli-it\th";- were
wfVking onj'il^uiie .vil!;^ljiipments of
profcimity fuses were ai'co.mpanied by
armed guards, and iiO-pfrsonnel were
permitted to leave shi|is transporting the
fuses until each shell had been .accounted
for.
The tiny rugged tubes developed for
pro\iniit\' fuses still find some use today
in rockets and missiles, although they
have been largely superseded by the
post-war transistor. Casting resin tech-
niques are now standard in rugged
equipments. Probably the outstanding
contribution of the proximity fuse pro-
gram to electronic technology is the
now-ubiquitous printed circuit; first de-
veloped for proximitN' fuses, these wide-
h' used circuits remind electronics peo-
ple of the days when radio fuses stood
between the free and slave worlds.
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The word space commonly represents the outer, airless regions of the universe.
But there is quite another kind of "space" close at hand, a kind that will always
challenge the genius of man.
This space can easily be measured. It is the space-dimension of cities and the
distance between them . . . the kind of space found between mainland and off-
shore oil rig, between a tiny, otherwise inaccessible clearing and its supply
base, between the site of a mountain crash and a waiting ambulance—above all,
Sikorsky is concerned with the precious "spaceway" that currently exists be-
tween all earthbound places.
Our engineering efforts are directed toward a variety of VTOL and STOL
aircraft configurations. Among earlier Sikorsky designs are some of the most
versatile airborne vehicles now in existence; on our boards today are the ve-
hicles that can prove to be tomorrow's most versatile means of transportation.
Here, then, is a space age challenge to be met with the finest and most practical
engineering talent. Here, perhaps, is the kind of challenge you can meet.
DIKORSKY
AIRCRAFT
For information about careers with us, please ad-
dress Mr. Richard L. Auten, Personnel Department.
One of the Divisions of United Aircraft Corporation
STRATFORD, CONNECTICUT
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THE WULLENWEBER RADIO
DIRECTION FINDER
At The University of Illinois
By John W. Kravcik
For quite a few years a research pro-
gram in radio direction finders has been
Soina: on at the l'niversit\' of Illinois
under the sponsorship of the (^fHce of
Naval Research. The program has been
one of research and not one of desiginnt!;
specific eqiu'pment.
As earlv as 1946 research in the field
of radio direction findino; was going on
here at the L iiiversity of Illinois under
the direction of Profes-or E. C. Jordan,
now head of the Electrical Engineering
Department of the University of Illi-
nois. Various experiments and studies
have led up to the existing status of
radio direction finding research now in
progress. This report will be mainh'
concerned with an explanation of the
Wullenweber system, the research that
has gone on concerning the Widlen-
\veber-T\pe Antenna Array; and also
to a lesser extent the Adcock Radio
Direction I-'inder for comparison.
Although the evaluation of the Wul-
lenweber radio direction finder has not
\et been completed, indications are that
it is very much superior to any other
known type of direction finde'\ Man>'
changes in design are now being con-
sidered which will improve the Wullen-
weber system. The Wullenweber sys-
tem was designed and built by the Fed-
eral Telecommunications Lab. and con-
structed under the supervision of the
L niversit\' of Illinois.
Direction finders can be classified
into two broad areas. One area is the
fixing of a transimtter from a known re-
ceixing site and the other is fixing of a
receiver location from a known trans-
mitter. The type of direction finding
that will be discussed in this paper will
be the type that is concerned with get-
ting the bearing of a signal by evaluat-
ing the direction of propagation at a re-
ceiving point rather than evaluating the
time of arrival. The latter is usually
used in navigation system such as loran
or inverse loran.
One of the earliest methods u-ed to
measure the direction of arrival of a
radio wa\e was a loop antenna. H:d-
anced, shielded loop antennas were satis-
factory for low frequency ground wa\es,
but the rotating loop left very much to
be desired at higher frequency iono-
spherically propagated signals.
The Adcock system is the successor
to the loop antenna, and until the ad-
vent of the Wullenweber, was the best
and most commonly used system for
radio direction findings. Fig. 1 is a block
diagram of the Adcock system. The sys-
tem is deiined as a 4-elemcnt Adcock
antenna system, 1ft feet in diameter, and
is used in conjunction with a twin chan-
nel receiver and cathode ray tube gonio-
meter. This type of system is known as a
small anerture radio direction finder.
The difference between a large and
small aperture system lies in the fact
that in a small aperture the largest di-
mension of the antenna system is one
wave length ! The main downfall in
the Adcock system is multipath propa-
gation, or in other words, the same sig-
nal arriving from two different direc-
tions.
The Wullenweber radio direction
finder has now been completed by the
University of Illinois and is in the test-
iiig stage. The idea for the Widlen-
weber was first concived bv the (Ternian
Naval Ministry during World War II.
Two systems were put into operation
with a high degree of success. 1 he
evaluation by the (jermans showed that
the wide aperture Wullenweber had
definite operational advantages over any
other known direction finder.
The technique used in the Wullen-
weber is basically a method wherein
the equi\'alenr pattern of a mechanicd-
ly rotating planar array of antennas is
obtained by a number of fixed antenna
elements symmetrically placed in a cir-
cle, behind which is a circular array of
reflectors. In other words, two concen-
tric circles are formed, the one with the
larger diameter being the antenna ar-
ray. The purpose of the reflectors, nat-
urally, being to block any sirnal from
being received from the back side of
the antenna.
Fig. 2 shows :<n air \iew of the Wul-
lenweber site which is located south of
Horuhille. Illinois. The project direc-
tor for the Wullenweber is Dr. Hay-
den. A close look at Fig. 2 will reveal
the two concentric arrays mentioned pre-
viously. The inner arrav which is much
larger in height is the reflecting screen.
The outer array which shows as white
poles on the photo, is the antennas.
In order to convert the configuration
into a rotating planar array, it is neces-
sary to select a segment of adjacent an-
tenna elements and, in effect, rotate
elertricalh' the sector around the array
by some means of commutation. It is also
necessary to insert delay lines so that
the rignals from the various antennas
will arrive at a common mixing point
in phase, and thus be additive. Fig. 3
illustrates the principle involved. It
shows a group of five antennas placed
on an arc of a circle, and a signal source
placed a sufficient distance so that it
can be considered planar. As can be
seen, the signal arrives first at the ele-
ment in plane 1 and then at certain time
intervals, later at planes 2 and 3. There-
fore, in order to achieve the planar ef-
fect the signals from antennas 1, 2 and
4 must be delayed b\ the time required
for the wave to p.-iss from place 1 to
plane 3.
Now in order to get .?ft(l coverage
all the elements are coimected to a
switching device known as a goniometer
wb.ich contains the delay lines and is lo-
cated in the center of the array. It is
a commutator type device. The rotor se-
lects a predetermined number of adja-
cent antenna elements progressively
picking up one and droppmg one ele-
ment as it rotates, thus gi\in'T .?(-!)
co\erage. This signal is then fed to some
type of indicator such as a rotating yoke
cathode rav tube set up and the signal
is displaved visually on a cath.oile ray
tube. The type of display can usu.ally
be cither a maximum or ludl tvpe dis-
play on the cathode ra\' tube. The rota-
tion of the >oke and the goniometer are
svnchronized, gi\ing a true indication
of the bearing on the scope.
The Wullenweber direction finder
can be broken down into the following
component parts:
1. Antenna Elements .and Screen
2. Cables
3. Goniometer
-k Receiver
S: Indicator
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6. Indic'itnr Control Unit
7. Iiuliciitor Sci\o System
The system was designed to operate
in the range of frequencies of 4 to I f)
mc.
In designing the Wullcnwcbei- tin-
first problem met was to decide upon
the diameter of the array. Many factors
entered into the determination of the
diameter of the arra\', the three most
important ones being sensitivity in an-
gular activit)-, frequency range ami
economy. It was felt that in onler to
get any worthwhile improvement in a
large aperture system over a small
aperture system, it was necessary to
make the diameter of the array at least
one wave length at the low frequency
range. After careful consideration the
diameter of 1 ()()() feet was choosen. ( )ne
himdred twenty antennas would be re-
q\iired for this dimension.
The next important step was to se-
lect a site upon which to bvn'ld the sys-
tem. An area of 40 acres was sufficient
for the arra\' alone, but a total area
of 360 acres was needed because the
surrounding terrain must be completely
free of obstructions. After months of
searching for a suitable site, one was
finally found about 10 miles southwest
of Champaign. I'reliminar\- sur\cying
and excavating were contracted out to
local firms by the University. The an-
tenna arrav construction began in late
1056.
The supporting poles for the reflect-
ing screen are 75 feet long. One hun-
ilreti t\vi-nt\ poles were set into the
ground ahciut feet deep. Boom boards
were then hung between the poles to
support the ground wires. The ground
wires were then suspended from the
boom boards every J/> degree and at-
tached to a grovmd mat of 2 X 2 copper
ground mesh. Normalh' better groimd-
ing would be required, but the conduc-
tivity of the soil at the site is extremely
high. All the above mentioned work
was done h\ local contractors.
The antemias (folded dipoles) were
designed here at the University b\' the
people connected with the project. Most
of the design was done on a model basis.
The .-uitennas were then constructed
.md set into place on 2X2 foot con-
crete found.-itions. The height of the
.mteiuias ,-ire appro\imatel\' U) feet. A
coupling box mounted at the base of
each antenna was iiro\ided to house the
coupling translormer, element terminat-
ing resistors, and cable termination. Nat-
urally, 120 coupling boxes were re-
quired. These boxes are air tight, water-
proot, met.al contamcrs. In or<ler to as-
sure that the components contamed in
the boxes are kept dry, the boxes are
pressurized (at 15 p.s.i.) with dehumidi-
fied air. In order to supply the coupling
boxes with dry air under pressure, there
must be a source of dry air to each box.
This problem was solved by using a
y^" Phelps-Dodge Styroflex cable which
has an inner conductor of solid copper
and an outer conductor of a seamless
aluminum tube. The inner conductor is
supported by helical polystyrene tape.
The outer conductor is covered by a
polyethylene jacket. This type of cable
also has to be pressurized. Therefore,
since one end of the cable terminates
m the coupling box, the cable could he
used as a dry air supph' for the boxes.
This t\pe of cable was available in con-
timious lengths long enough to meet
the requirements without splicing. It is
also rugged, of very low loss, and rela-
tively easy to install. Since the manu-
facturing tolerance on the \elocity o1
the cable is 2'',, cutting the cable by
physical length woidd not have been
satisfactory. The cables were ready to
be cut before the operations building
was built, therefore, the initial cut of
the cable was ilone b\' physical measure-
ment. The cables were measured and
then ,1 few feet were added for toler-
.ince.
For each cable a ,i foot deep trench
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Fig. 2. The advantages of a wide-apertive direction-of-propagation measuring device are studied by radio direc-
tion finding researchers with this Wullenweber system, which has a diameter of 1000 feet.
was dug and the cables were buried.
Each 90 degree sector of cable was fo-
cused to a point about 100 feet from
the center of the array. At this point
a large rectangular hole was dug to coil
excess cable lengths. From here all the
cables are enclosed in a 2 foot diameter
drainage pipe which extends into the
basement of the operations buihlini;.
The final cut of the cables was made b\
using electrical measurements. This was
done by short circuit impedance meas-
urements at 10 mc. Since the cable im-
pedance varies with temperature it was
necessary to make the final cut after
the cables had been buried and the tem-
perature was a constant through out
the cable. Two dehumidifiers are used
to supply the dry air to the cables.
All of the terminal equipment such
as delay lines, goniometer, recei\ers, and
indicator s\stem were designed and pro-
sided by the Federal Telecommunica-
tions Laboratories, a division of Inter-
national Telephone and Telegraph.
The delay lines were provided in two
sets, low and high band, which are
mounted on the goniometer. The low-
band delay lines co\er the frequency
range of 4 to S mc and the high band
covers the range of frequencies from 8
to 16 mc. A goniometer, which is a ro-
tating, commutation type device is lo-
cated in the basement of the operations
building. It is basically a capacitive type
of de\'ice. Each of the 120 antenna
cables are connected to a stator. The
stator is in the form of a cylinder, whose
( ('.'iiiliiiiu/l on Pai/c 17)
Fafnir Ball Bearings help turbojets
set new performance records
A recent article in a leading newspaper quoted
airline executives to the effect that Pratt and
Whitney Aircraft jet engines are proving to be
the most reliable ever put into commercial
planes.
In designing these jet engines, Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft looked to The Fafnir Bearing
Company as a major source for main rotor
thrust bearings, generally regarded as among
the critical engine components, and one of the
most exacting to produce. Each ball bearing is
custom-built and rigorously tested. Tolerances
are held to the millionths-of-an-inch.
P&WA turned to Fafnir because of Fafnir's
long experience in the design and development
of aircraft bearings. Fafnir established an air-
craft division thirty years ago, the first in the
industry, and through it, is keeping pace with
the revolutionary changes in aircraft design.
To help solve this and other ball bearing
problems, Fafnir maintains the most up-to-date
facilities for metallurgical research, and bear-
ing development and testing. Fafnir may be
able to help you some day. Worth bearing in
mind. The Fafnir Bearing Company, New
Britain, Connecticut.
FAFNIR
BALL BEARINGS
Most Complete Line in America
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New styles for the man-about-space
Every time a space traveler leaves home (earth), he has to wrap himself in
the complete environment necessary to his physiological and psychological
well-being. Styling sealed space capsules to suit man's every requirement
has been a major project at Douglas for more than ten years. Forty basic
human factors arecis were explored in these studies. Now Douglas engineers
have evolved plans for practical space ships, space stations and moon
stations in which men can live and work with security thousands of miles
from their home planet. We are seeking qualified engineers and scientists
who can aid us in furthering these and other out-of-this-world but very down-
to-earth projects. Write C. C. LaVene Box 600-M, Douglas Aircraft Company,
Santa Monica, California.
Dr. Eugene Konecci, Head, Life Sciences Section, reviews a new concept
in space cabin design with Arthur E. Raymond,
Senior Engineering Vice President of DOUGLAS
MISSILE AND SPACE SYSTEMS MILITARY AIRCRAFT DC-8 JETLINERS CARGO TRANSPORTS AIRCOMBB GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
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( C.iiiiliiiiii <l from Pdi/c Ij)
<liameter is about two fi't't, witli 12l)
separate segments. The rotor, which is
c\HndricaI in shape also fits inside of
the stator and rotates at 600 RPM.
Provisions were built into the goni-
ometer so that it is able to feed more
tlian one indicator at a time.
The receiver supplied with the termi-
nal equipment was a Signal Corps t\pe
15C-1147-A. It's performance has beon
\er\- unsatisfactory and has ^"ince hem
replaced. A discussion of th's will be
presented later in the paper when the
oxcrall system evaluation and recom-
mendation will be discussed.
The indicator unit makes use of a
Id-inch magnetically-deflected cathode
ra\' tube, whose beam is radially de-
flected b\- a deflection coil which is ro-
fUed in synchronism with the goni-
ometer. Synchronism between the deflec-
tion yoke and gon'ometer is maintained
b\ a servo system which uses three
wire synchro units as the error sensing
dc\ ice. The bearing of a signal may be
read by lining up the ciu'sor with the
pattern on the face of the tube. Fig.
4 shows the t\pe of displays that the
s\stem puts out. As mentioned previ-
ously, two types of displays can be ob-
tained—the maximum and the null t\ne.
Fig. 4A shows the maximum and Fig.
41? shows the null type pattern.
(^n the indicators furnished for use
with this system, automatic recording is
accomplished by gearing to the ciiror
a digital shaft position encoder. This en-
coder is used to control the piuiching
of paper tape bv a Teletvpe tape punch.
On March 12, 1958, the first test
was made on the completed system. The
test run was verv successful. Bearings
taken on station WWV agreed to with-
in 0.2 degrees of the calculated bearin;!;.
Fvntber tests were made using the fol-
lowing procedure: A target transmitter
was located in a ieep station wagon a
distance of two miles or more from the
site. A red kytoon was flown above
the jeep. The bearing of the k\toon was
then measured with a surveyor's transit
from a point on the roof of the building
exactly in the center of the arra\'. At
each location of the target, transmitter
signals were transmitted on each inte-
gral megacNcle frequency between 4 and
20 mc. The indicated bearing was read
by the operator not aware of the true
bearing to the nearest J4 degree.
Results of this test were again very
gratifiyng. For the most part the er-
rors were less than ^ degree, with only
occasional points being in error by more
than one degree. Admittedly, the meth-
od of getting the so-called true bearing
of the transmitter by using a transit is
open to criticism. Further tests will be
made using some type of air craft as
the target transmitter carrier. This will
he of interest because most of the sig-
Sie-NAL SOURCE
MIXING-
POINT
DliDZ,D3jD4,D5= DELAY LINES
FIGURE 5
WULLEN WEBER ARRAY
nals picked up by the system are not
ground waves, but reflected waves. 1 he
problem of getting the true bearing ot
the target transmitter again arises. 1 he
only solution .seems to be the use of a
very large radar system. More tho\iglit
is being given to this problem since a
large radar setup would prove verv cost-
ly.
The sensitivity' or efHciency of the
system was the next area of investiga-
tion. The overall efHciency of the an-
tenna system depends primarih- on the
efHciency of the antenna elements and
on the efficiency of the goniometer. The
efHciency of the feed cables is so high
compared to the other devices that its
effect on the o\erall efficienc\' is negli-
gible. It was found that the in the
anteruia elements is about d oi' 7 db at
nud range, while the loss in the goiu-
ometer is about 2.?db. Another interest-
ing point found was that the high frc-
quenc\- range of the system was linu'ted
by the delay lines, and not the antennas
as was previously thought. The an-
tennas cut off at about 25 mc and the
delay lines about 16 mc. Therefore, the
weake t link in the system seems to be
the goniometer.
It seems e\ident that the accurac\' of
the Wullenweber system will be con-
siderably better than that of the small
apertm-e Adcock s>stem. The Wullen-
weber also has another distinct ad-
vantage over the Adcock in that it
is much easier to read visu.ilK the bear-
ing of a signal. In the .Adcock sxstem
one cannot tell \\here a signal is coming
from if the station is not identified.
This is so because on the Adcock indi-
cator a double looped pattern is dis-
play ed. (See Fig. 4c). The display of a
nndtipath signal is very hard to read
from the Adcock while from the Wul-
lenwebei- it is quite simple.
A cure-all has not been f<iund in the
development of the Wullenweber, it has
its pitfalls. The sensitivitx of the .Ad-
cock is much better than that of the
Wullenweber. Sensitivit\ of the W'ul-
lenwebcr could be improved by reilesign
of the goniometer. The other area of
comparison that hasn't been mentioned
vet is the comparative costs of the two
systems. No actual cost figures are a\ail-
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WULLEM UJEBER MAXIMUM TYPE INDICATOR
FIGURE 4B
WULLEN WEBER MULL TYPE INDICATOR
zna
able for the- Ailojik system nor are any
available for the termination equipment
in the Wullenwebei' setup. Figures are
available for the Wullcnueher, exclud-
iiifl all termination cciuipment.
The cost yiwvw below tor the W'ul-
lenweher only includes the hardware for
the antenna s\stem, the cost of prepar-
ing the site for installation of the ar-
ray, and the installing of the array.
This total cost amoimted to $198,0011.
A reasonable estimate for an Adcock
svstcni, again excluding termination
eipiipment, would be about :;';,?(),000.
Another point to consider is that the
termination equipment of the Wullen-
weber is much more complex than that
of the .'\dcock and therefore, would
co>r nian\ times moie than that of the
Adcock. From the above then, one can
see that the economics of the two sys-
tems is an important factor.
As for the future of the Wullen-
weber, there are man\' things that are
under consideration. Below are listed
some of the more important ones along
with some of the changes that have al-
ready been made.
1. C.\)nsideration of using the new
t\ pe of exponential t\pe of antenna that
has b?en dexeloped here at the Univer-
sity of Illinois. This would change the
range to 2 to 32 mc.
2. Redesign of the dela\' lines to meet
the above frequency reqiurements.
3. I sing an inducti\e t\pe goniom-
eter instead of the capacitive t\pe so as
to reduce losses.
4. L sing a transistorized switching
circuit to replace the goniometer.
3. Obtaining a digital computer to be
installed as part of the system so as to
increase the speed of data handling.
U. Redesign of the inchcator to make
It more stable.
Although the full capabilities of the
Widlenweber ha\e not \et been realized
it is believed that the potentials of the
system are tremendous as compared to
any other type of direction finder. It
will he interesting to note in the future
whether or not the Wullenweber direc-
tion finder will be developed to its full
extent.
FIGURE 4C
ADCOCK INDICATION
Wanted: Stamplickers
I ncle Sam is probably amassing the
world's largest collection of trading
stamps after ordering its drivers to turn
them in whenever they come with gaso-
line bought on government credit. The
(General Services Administration is ne-
gotiating for cash refunds from stamp
companies, but one problem remains:
Who's going to lick and enter the
stamps into books.
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Pushbutton Curls
WdiiH'n soon will be sporting push-
button curls, re\eals Chemical Week,
McCjiaw-Hill publication. Two com-
panies will market aerosol permanent
wave kits which are designed to give
hair waxes at the Hick of a button.
Candles for Defense
The lowly candle is considered vital
to U. S. national defense. A recent Fed-
eral Government study, made to deter-
mine their availability in case of attack,
disclosed that the 1.1 billion candles
made at 52 plants each year in the U.S.
would suppl\' light to one room in all
dwellings for 137 hours.
Engineering Interns
A college professor predicts that in-
ternships and residencies now standard
in the meilical profession, may soon be
adopted b\ the engineering profession.
He states that the last 25 years have
produced so much new and professional-
ly valuable scientific knowledge that
graduate-le\el instruction is increasingly
important. He expects off-campus grad-
uate-le\el teaching to become an integral
part of the total education program.
Tomorrow's City
A British version of toniorrow-'s city
will solve traffic problems by featuring
roads at rooftop level.
Built-in Bomb
rampeiing and pilferage of coin-
operateil machines had reached such
heights that one company has begvin
building small tear-gas bombs into its
machines.
Airport Problem
It the niai nrunuay ot the Aki(Jii
.Municipal Airport is extended as plan-
ned, it will intersect with a single-track
spur of a railroad. Officials are expected
to build a tunnel for the railroad, since
an airport runway with railroad cross-
ing gates seems highh impractical.
Artistic Pipe Fittings
.An industrial suppl\ firm, with an
e\e on the welded art constructions now-
found in modern museums, recently ran
a contest for the most intriguing use of
pipe fittings. Wiruiing entry was a pack-
age of eight fittings and eight pieces of
pipe assembled into a sukkah—a tent-
like structure used in the Jewish re-
ligious ceremony of the Harvest Season.
Light, Tough Plastic
Japanese scientists at Kyoto Inixer-
sity have developed a plastic that is liglit-
er than aluminum an dharder than steel.
The synthetic resin is made from for-
malin, a petroleum and coal derivati\e,
and could be used for gearing, and other
machine, aircraft and missile parts.
Blind Man Beats Machine
A hliiul m^p(ct(ll re>t^ tiiu ball bear-
ings—nine wouKI lit side by side on an
aspirin—made by a New Hampshire
bearing company for missile gyroscopes
and electronic brains. The blind man's
sensitive touch can detect vibrations that
distinguish good bearings from rejects
better than the complex electronic sys-
tem which was designed to do the job.
Hats 'Cost' $13,660
It is costing North Carolina ;/;l.i,(ibO
to allow its troopers to wear hats while
on patrol car duty. In a recent bidding,
the dealer offering the lowest bid had
models that were too small to accom-
modate troopers plus hats. The state
had to pa\' the extra sum to buy cars
that fit hat-wearing patrolmen.
Stick-On Paint
Painting now can be as easy and neat
as applying an adhesive bandage. The
developer says his product is "pure
paint" that comes sealed in a sandwich
between two layers of paper. To use,
a person strips off the bottom, sticks the
paint down and then remo\es the pro-
tective cover.
Popcorn Packing
Popped popcorn is used as packing to
protect lamps from damage during ship-
ment, according to Purchasing Week.
Don't ever trust a coed.
You'll be sorry if you do.
Don't listen to their double talk
That's my advice to you.
They come to this here college
Just to get themselves a man;
With one for every four of us
It's simple how they can.
As Sophs they've good intentions.
They're satisfied with one;
But time instills a greedy lust.
They add two more for fun.
It's one against two others.
Which starts a "battle-royal."
They rake in all the profits
As a pirate does his spoil.
Wake up you merry gentlemeti.
And get this through your dome
If you must have a date at all
Take out that girl at home.
Plan YOUR FUTURE with
Charles Thornton, Ga. Tech.. Sarbiet Singh, India
We ofFer a training course to college graduates
in Mechanical Engineering.
Get details of this practical training course now,
and prepare yourself for a career In the field of
commercial and industrial refrigeration.
Ask for Bullefin 412.
IS (MO
fi-i;i*i n I M J^ I'lTW-ow
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James Elam (M.S.. Tiinhic '5.9) is slud\jinz various tcchnicjiics of speech analysis at IBM.
Tlic objective of this work is voice-machine "ommunication.
He's breaking through
sound barriers to
find new applications
of human speech
It is believed that once clear, distinct signals can be obtained from
human speech sounds, the human voice can be used for direct com-
munication with machines. James Elam is working in this direction.
Voice-Machine Communication Problems
The problems in\'oh ed are tormiduiile. Macliine "understanding"
of human speech will be limited by both the sensitivity and the
number of electronic "recognizers" of speech-sound patterns that
can be built into the machine. To further complicate matters, the
human voice is capable of making an almost infinite variety and
subtlety of sound patterns. Only in tlieory could a machine be built
that could recognize all of them.
A Solution in "Phonemes"?
To further this work on voice-machine communication, James
Elam is studying various techniques of speech analysis. In one
scheme, recordings are made of voices reading words. These are
then examined in their frecjuency spectrum, and a power within
discrete bands is plotted. The plots, or spectrograms, are used
to break down words into basic sounds called "phonemes." Each
phoneme has a separate and distinct pattern and is capable of giv-
in<T a clear signal. It is hoped that these signals can be used to
communicate directly, through an audio input, with machines.
Fascinating Assignments
Because of its exciting future possibilities, James Elam finds his
work fascinating.
If you would like to employ your talents in areas where exciting
future possibilities are all part of a day's work, then you might
consider the opportunities offered by IBM. When our representa-
tive comes to your campus, he will be glad to give you information
about opportunities m research, development, nianufacturine antl
other areas at IBM. IBM
INTEUNATIONAI. BUSINESS M.^CUINES COKPOHATION
Your Placement Officer can tell >ou when an IBM representative
^^•ill
next visit your campus. Or vou mav write, outlining brieflv
vonr hack-
ground and interests, to: Manager of Technical Employment,
IBM
Corporation, Dept. 846, 590 Madison Avenue, New York 22, New \ork.
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The Objective of an Engineering Education
By W. L. Everitt
Dean of Engineering, University of Illinois
Your editor invited me to write an
editorial tor the Technofiraph. An edi-
torial is intended primarily to pass out
advice, which, in turn, has its danjjers
as indicated by an essa\ on Socrates,
which a high school student wrote in
three short sentences:
Socrates was a teacher.
He went .about telliiifi people what
to do.
They poisoned him.
What is the \alue cit \ciur college
education? There has been too nuich
evaluation recently in terms ot statistics
such as
—
The hifih school fjiaduate who does
not go to college earns, on the average,
.\ dollars during his lite. A college
graduate earns, on the average, \ dol-
lars. Hence, tile value of a college edu-
cation is
:
(Y — X) dcdlars
While this is no doubt an encourage-
ment to families who have sacrificetl
and strugglecl, or are considering doing
so, to help their children through col-
lege, it is, in fact, stuff and nonsense.
The real values of a college education
do not lie here. Even if there were no
such place as college, those who now
go to college would earn, on the aver-
age, more than those who do not, simply
because college is a sorting mechanism
of a kind, admittedly inadequate, such
that the graduates of college are on the
average more ambitious, more eager and
able to learn, and have more family sup-
port and backing. But certainly, this
sifting process would not in itself justify
the cost of the plant, facilities, person-
nel, and student time now dedicated to
higher education. Other. sim|>ler nieairs
could be devised.
Is the value of your education then
that you ha\e learned how to be happ\ ?
.Matiy believe that this is a worthy ma-
jor objective in life. Hut 1 am afraid
that the ignor.int an<l the dumb are
often found among the world's happiest
creatures. Furthermore, happiness is an
elusive quality. Those who spend their
lives seeking it never find it, for dedica-
tion to this search implies excessive in-
terest in self, and the selfish are never
happy.
Is a college education justified then
in terms of the knowledge of facts you
ma\ gain? I doubt if an\' of you will
know, when you graduate, as many facts
,is are outlined in one volume of a 24-
\' o 1 u m e encyclopedia. Furthermore,
some of the facts you learn will never
be used, some will become obsolete, and
unfortunately, some of them are just not
so. (^f course, an encyclopedic knov\'l-
edge of facts and the abilit> to recall
them instantly might help \ou on a
quiz show?
( )ne cm also hope that, with the
facts which you acquire, you will gain at
least the basis for wisdom and judgment,
more important because these terms im-
ply knowledge plus understanding.
Is there even a danger in college? H
we are given a false confidence in our
.selectivity, our intellectual acumen, or
our knowledge, we can well end up
"smart alecks with no scn.se" who do
not take pains or time to use good judg-
ment.
Dr. A. W. Hull of the (ieneral Elec-
tric Company once gave a defimtion of
the purpose of a college education which
I like. It was:
"The \alue of a college education is
that it gi\es one confidence in his ability
to learn.
'
But confidence in one's abilit\' is not
enough. One needs also the desire and
energy not only to learn, but to relate
and apply what one has learned to the
needs of men. .'\bility to learn and re-
late should be one of the results of your
college education, ilesire and energy you
must still suppl\- N'ourself.
In view of the explosive expansion
of technology, engineering education
especially has faced a most difficidt task.
We ha\'e had to recognl/e that tlie edu-
cation III ,in engineer is a three-w;iv re-
sponsibility. The engineering college or
Institute mirst teach what It best can,
stressing particularly fiuidamentals or
principles of widest po.sslble applica-
tions:—the "why" and not the "how."
The student's employer after graduation
must make provision for Instruction in
the "how," the applications to a particu-
lar job or Industry. But most of all,
the Individual must carry on a continual
program of self-education to fill out
those deficiencies which he. himself,
must recognize. It is no excuse In pro-
fessional life to be satisfied with Ignor-
ance of any needed knowledge, or per-
nu't a lack of understanding to continue
long simply because you did not take
a course In the subject.
An Illiterate young man came to this
country without funds and so found it
necessary to go right to work. He start-
ed out driving a garbage wagon, but
being of a frugal nature, he soon owned
It. Next, he bought a garbage truck,
then a fleet of trucks and ultimately ob-
tained the contract for garbage disposal
for a large seaboard clt\' requiring a
fleet of scows. One da\' he heard that
there were complaints on where the
scows were dumping. He went out to
look the matter over and fell off one of
his scows and drowned. At the funeral,
his wife was asked by a friend, "Did
Stanislaus lea\e you well fixed ?" She
replied, "Oh, yes, he left about ten mil-
lon." The friend remarked, "To think,
Stanisaus left ten million dollais and
he never even learned to read or write.
"
And his wife said, "Nor swim."
You are going to have to learn to
swim by yourself. In this complicated
and rapidly-moving world, we not only
need to swim in a familiar environment
but also have the courage to plunge
into strange ones. \'our engineering edu-
cation should then gi\e you a desire to
continue as a student throughout your
life, confidence In your abllit\ to grow
intellectualh , aiul the courage to at-
t.ack the unknown.
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What happens to your career...
after you join Western Electric?
You'll quickly find the answer is giuicth. The signs of
progress — and opportunity — are clear, whether your
chosen field is engineering or other professional work.
There is the day-to-day challenge that keeps you on
your toes. There are new products, new areas for activ-
ity, continuing growth, and progressive programs of
research and development.
For here telephone science is applied to two major
fields — manufacture and supply for the Bell Telephone
System, and the vitally important areas of defense
communications and missile projects.
You'll find that Western Electric is carccr-mindcd .
.
.
and (/oi/-minded! Progress is as rapid as your own indi-
vidual skills permit. We estimate that 8,000 supervisory
jobs will open in the next ten years — the majority to be
filled Ijy engineers. There will be corresponding oppor-
tunities for career building within research and engi-
neering. Western Electric maintains its own full-time
all-e.\penses-paid engineering training program. And
our tuition refund plan also helps you move ahead in
your chosen field.
Opportunities exist for electrical, mechanical, indus-
trial, civil and chemical engineers, as well as in the
physical sciences. For more information get your copy
of Consider o Career of Western £/ec(ric from your
Placement Officer. Or wri:e College Relations, Room
200D, Western Electric Company, 195 Broadway, New
York 7, N. Y. Be sure to arrange for a Western Electric
interview when the Bell System team visits your campus.
MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM
Principal manufacluring locations at Ctiicago, III: Kearny, N. J.; Baltimore, Md.: Indianapolis, Ind ; Ailentown and Laureldaie. Pa,; Burlington, Greensboro and Winston-Salem. N. C;
Buffalo, N. Y,; North Andover, Mass
,
Lincoln and Omaha, Neb.; Kansas City, l^o ; Columbus. Ohio Oklahoma Cily, Okla., Engineering Research Center, Princeton, N, J,; Teletype
"orp,. Chicago 14, III. and Little Rock, Ark. Also W. E. distribution centers in 32 ollles and Installation headquarters In 16 cities. General headguarlers; 195 Broadway, New York 7, N.Y
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'Weldable' Concrete
|\ii-,^i.i ^l.l^n^ llu' <lc\i-lnpnH'[it of ;i
•'ui-lilablc-" CDiK-irte with a !;;rain stnu-
turt- similar to that of niotal. '1 he ma-
tciial is sail! to be fk-xibk-, ahrost as
s-roiit: as cast iron, aiul laii be "wi'K!-
i\\" by chemically softciiiiif; ailjoininj;
concrete surfaces, then ioiiiiiifC them
imder hi^h pi-essuie.
Suspend Roof Like Bridge
jh . huih
for the l''<it> Winter OKmpics at
Squaw Valley, Calif., is suspended
from cables slunji over steel towers in
much the same way as suspension
hridses are supported. The roof span
is ,^(HI feet—the length of a football
fiel 111 the stadium will seat S.dtld.
been de-
right it-
position.
New Plastic Lifeboat
A new pla tu- lilehoat has
vcloped in Cicrmany that will
self automatically from any ,
The lifeboat is completely enclosed and
its four hatchways can be hermetically
sealed so that the lifeboat is watertight.
I'lastic bubble sections on the top of
the lifeboat offer complete visibility.
Fuel Consumption Cut
Fuel consiunption is said to be re-
duced 20 per cent by a dual-carburetor
system developed in Russia. The system
originally was designed for an enguie
for cold climates where diesels are hard
to start. Russia claims this system ex-
ceeds even the diesel in economy.
NEW PREFIXES FOR UNITS
The National Bureau of Standards has decided to follow
the recom-
mendations of the International Committee on Weights and
Measures to
use new prefixes for denoting multiples and sub-multiples
of
^'^fj^^
CommitteG adopted the prefixes at its meeting in Pans m the
fall of 1958.
In addition to the 8 numerical prefixes in common
use which are given
in the table below, the Committee expanded the hst by
adding the 4
prefixes marked with an asterisk. Thus, for example,
10'- farad is called
1 picofarad, and is abbreviated 1 pf.
I.IULTIPL3S AND
^;iJ3-MULTirLE'o
10
10^
10^
10'
10'
10
10
10'
10"
10
10
10
12
-1
-6
-9
-12
PREFIXES
This "windniiH" or turliine, spun by hot sas, powers the turhorar. For surli a hot
spot, designers depend on Nickel to help them solve heat-resistance problems.
How Inco Nickel is helping develop
the new gas turbine car of tomorrow
It will be power-parked: the gas turbine
engine in your dream car of the future
and tomiprriiws Irncks and buses.
Onlv one Npark |iliig—
runs on kt-i-osene
This new engine is much lighter, smaller.
It has far fesver parts. No pistons. No water
system. Only one spark plug. Runs on
lower-grade fuels.
Not yet in production
!
Before the car is a showroom reality, engi-
neers face a number of problems.
One problem—the one Inco is helping with
— is metals. Strong and economical metals
to resist beat and corrosion.
Gas turbines operate at up to 160fl°F. These
temperatures step up corrosion of metals,
promote troublesome distortions. So the
job is to develop practical alloys able to
carry the load—alloys that can, at the same
time, offset the corrosives, resist the distort-
ing forces found at jet-high temperatures.
How far has Inco research gone
in its search for prurliral alloys?
Difficult as they are. the problems of metal
performance at high temperature are a
APRIL, 1960
familiar story at Inco. Inco research has
dealt with them for years. And come up
with solutions in the gas turbine and in
many oilier fields. In conventional, atomic,
and thermionic power. In petrochemistry.
In heat treating. In jet aviation. In mis-
silry. Even in Hollywood's 8000°F carbon-
arc "suns."
Inco's files contain a wealth of metal infor-
mation . . . over S(KI,OII(l indexed and cross-
referenced case histories, for example.
Keep this in mind against the day you
may need information. P i960. Inco
The International NickeK^ompany.Inc.
New York 5, N. Y.
^ International Nickelmo.
The Inlernalional Nickel Company, Inc., is the U. S. affiliate of The Inlernalional Nickel Company
of Caiia.la. l.imiteil. I'ro.lucer of hico Nickel. Copper, Col.ah, Iron Ore, Tellurium, Selenium. Sulfur
ami Plalinuni. I'allu.lUim and Oilier Precious Mclals.
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RADAR SPEED METERS
By Verner K. Rice
I'lior to a ffw \i'ars after tlie second
World War tlie only method that mail
had to detcriiiiiic the speed of a moving;
vehicle, when he was not in the vehicle,
was to time its travel between two lixed
points over a known distance. With the
invention of Radar and its ultimate
utilization for commercial purposes we
have come up with a nifty little device
called a Radar Speed Meter. The p\ir-
pose of this article is to discuss the
method of operation of speed radar, to
talk brieHy of two different kinds of
speed radar, and to see what factors af-
fect its accuiaiy and linw they can he
eliminated.
RAn.'\R, which is short for Radio
Detection and Ranging, in its general
aspects consists of a transmitted pulse
of radio frequency energy directed to-
ward a target, a portion of which is re-
flected from the target and returns to
the received which shares a common an-
tenna with the transmitter. The echo
is picked up on the receiver and convert-
ed into a form that is suitable for mak-
ing time measurements to determine the
range to the target. At the extremely
high frequencies iiscd in radar, in the
microwave region, radio waves beha\e
like light; they are transmitted to and
reflected from the target in a str.iigln
line. Thus the direction of the rad.ir ,in-
teiuiae indicates the direction of the tar-
get.
A Radar Speed Meter, while it uses
a reflected radio wa\e to deteniiine the
speed of a \chicle, uses a little iliHcr-
ent phenomena for it's operation than
the ordinary search type of radar. A
Radar Speed Meter's transmitter trans-
mits a continuous wave in contrast to
the puLsed type of transmission that is
used in the ordinary search radar. A ve-
hicle moving in a beam of reflected sig-
nal either up or down depending on
whether the vehicle is approaching or
going away from the transmitter. This
shift in frequency of the reflected wave
is called Doppler Effect and is propor-
tional to the speed of the vehicle. Actual-
ly, the name Radar Speed Meter is a
misnomer. A speed meter that uses radio
waves in the above manner to deter-
mine a vehice's speed should be called
a Doppler-Radar Speed Meter.
Figure 1 shows how Doppler Effect
works.
The r.-ular transiuitter located on the
left in the figure sends out a train of
contiinious radio waves, that propagate
to the left at a constant velocity. The
wave A hits the nicuing \ehicle at the
indicated iiu'tial point and sends back
tow.ard the recei\er the reflected wa\e
A'.
After the first wave hits the \ehicle
at the initial point the vehicle continues
to move toward the transmitter thus
causing the wa\e H to hit the car a lit-
tle sooner than it would ha\c if the cai'
had remained stationary at the initial
point. This action will cause the re-
Hected waves A' and IV to be a little
closer together than the original waves
,'\ and H. Since the transmitted and re-
flected waves are traveling at the same
\elocit\ there will he luore waves per
second cutting the receiving anteiuia
than were transmitted. The increase in
the number of waves per second con-
stitutes an increase in frequency over the
transmitted frequency. Thus the fre-
quency of the reflected wa\e will vary
in proportion to the speed of the rellect-
ing object.
The frequency \aries according to the
following equation.
c + v
R= T
C —
V
R is the recei\ed signal frequenc\' in
cycles per second.
T is the transmitted frequency in
cvcles per second.
' C is the velocity of light 1S'(),()()0
miles per second.
V is the velocity of the \ehicle in
nules per second.
A sample calculation \v\\\ illustrate
the use of the above foriutia.
(n'ven:T= 1 (f.SiS, 0(10, (10(1. 0(1 CPS
C = 186,000 MPS
V = 6S MPH O.OISOS MPS
R =
ISdOOO+aOlSOS
186000—0.01805
(10525000000.00) =
10,525,0()2,041.()0 CPS
2041 CPS CPS
=.31
65 MPH MPH
( (',itntiniit<l nil I'lit/c 32)
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RCA REPORTS TO YOU;
NEW ELECTRONIC "BRAIN" CELLS
FIT IN THE EYE OF A NEEDLE
Basic building block for compact,
electronic "thought savers" will
serve you in your office, in
defense - someday, in your home
• Today, science not only is working on labor-saving
devices— but on thniight-saving devices as well.
These "thought savers" are electronic computers
—wonder-workers that free us from tedious mental
work and are capable of astoundingly rapid compu-
tations. Naturally, the more compact these computers
can be made, the more applications they can ha\'e.
Not only in industry, defense and research— but in
the office and ultimately in the home.
"Squeezing" exacting components
A big advance has recently been made by RCA
research towards making these "thought savers"
smaller than ever before, for broader than ever u.se.
Take, for example, the new "logic" circuit which
actually fits in the eye of a needle. It is a new
computer component developed by RCA.
Today, the electronic functions of this micro-
miniature device require a whole fistjul of wires,
resistors, transistors and condensers.
These tiny units will calculate, sort, "remember,"
and will control the flow of information in to-
morrow's computers. Yet they are so small that
100,000,000 of them will fit into one cubic foot!
Cutting computers down to home size
This extreme reduction in size may mean that some-
day cigar-box-size electronic brains may help you in
your home
—
programming your automatic a|)pli-
ances, and keeping track of household accounts.
Remarkable progress in micro-miniaturization is
another step forward by RCA— leader in radio, tele-
vision, in communications and in all electronics—for
home, office, and nation.
INeedlo's eye liolils t'lcctroiiio
new RCA "logic" element can be
lirain" cells
contained in
Piiotograph shows how
the eye of a sewing needle.
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
THE MOST TRUSTED NAME IN ELECTRONICS
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Synthane makes and fabricates
laminated plastics
We have the facilities; the know-how is free
Consider these three, of many, rea-
sons why it is to your advantage to
let us fabricate your laminated
plastics parts.
First, we have the facilities for the
job. Saws, millers, drills, lathes,
punch presses, planers, sanders. Hun-
dreds of them. Many are standard
machine tools modified to machine
laminated plastics quickly and easily.
Others are special, designed primarily
for the high-speed production possi-
ble with laminated plastics.
Second, behind the machines are
people who know practically every
trick in the book for turning out a
first-class job fast. They also know
what to avoid doing.
Finally, it will hardly pay you to
handle your own fabrication—in
You fiir)iish the print—ive'll furnish the part
terms of money, in headaches, in
possible errors, waste or delays. Call
a Synthane representative near you
for a quotation
—
you'll find him in
any principal city or write Synthane
Corp., 13 River Road, Oaks, Pa.
[SYNTHANE]
CORPORATION OAKS, PENNA.
Sheets • Rods • Tubes • Fabricated Parts
Molded-laminated • Molded-macerated
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special im
everyone
Hey, there! You with the freshly-starched diploma in
your hand! Discouraged with your first hard look at this
topsy-turvy world? Think someone chopped out the rungs
in the ladder of success? Think opportunity is dead?
Don't you believe it! Today, opportunity under Ameri-
ca's free enterprise system is more alive than ever! With-
in the next few years, you'll see space travel programs
accelerate and inspire now unheard-of products. You'll
see standards of living go up. You'll see exciting new
jobs created out of nowhere.
Take our own business, for example. Oil. In the next
few years, we know Standard Oil will create a cornucopia
of new products and new processes. And that means
opportunity! But it takes time, work, and study to turn
opportunity into advancement. People who are wiHing
to put forth the extra effort to prepare for greater re-
sponsibility will find opportunity awaiting them.
Is opportunity dead? Whenever we hear that question,
we think of the thousands of people who won promotions
last year at Standard Oil and the fact that most of our
oflicers and directors since this company started have
come up through the ranks. No Standard job is too big
a target for any employee... if he listens for opportu-
nity's knock and is ready for it when it comes.
Opportunity dead? Not by a long shot!
WHAT MAKES A COMPANY A GOOD CITIZEN? One way
to judge is by a company's economic effect on a com-
munity. Is it growing? Is it progressive? Will it provide
opportunities for advancement? For the five years from
1954 to 1959, Standard spent $1.4 billion on new facilities.
Expenditures like these help to create new opportunities.
STANDARD OIL COMPANY^ (stanp«rd)
the sign of progress
.
THROUGH RESEARCH
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Since its Inception nearly 23 years ago,
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory has given
the free world its first tactical guided mis-
sile system, its first earth satellite, and
its first lunar probe.
In the future, underthe direction of the
National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration, pioneering on the space fron-
THE EXPLORATION OF SPACE
tier will advance at an accelerated rate.
The preliminary instrument explora-
tions that have already been made only
seem to define how much there is yet
to be learned. During the next few years,
payloads will become larger, trajectories
will become more precise, and distances
covered will become greater. Inspections
will be made of the moon and the plan-
ets and of the vast distances of inter-
planetary space; hard and soft landings
will be made in preparation for the time
when man at last sets foot on new worlds.
In this program, the task of JPL is to
gather new information for a better un-
derstanding of the World and Universe.
"We do these things because of the unquenchable curiosity of
Man. The scientist is continually asking himself questions and
then setting out to find the answers. In the course of getting
(fiese onswers, he has provided practical benefits to man that
hove sometimes surprised even the scientist.
"Who con tell what we will find when we get to the planets ?
A Re
of ffii: jn predict what potential benefits
s? No one can say with any accu-
• fly farther away from the earth,
leems fo me that we
ent time,
man exist in this enterpr.
y what we will find as v
f with instruments, then
obligated to do these things,
DR. W. H. PICKERING, Dircclor, JPL
CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
scorch Facility operoled for the Notionol Aeronautics and Space Administrotion
PASADENA. CALIFORNIA
fmploymenf opporfun/f/'es for Engineers and Scientists interested in basic and applied research in these fields:
INFRA-RED • OPTICS • I^ICROWAVE • SERVOMECHANISMS • COMPUTERS • LIQUID AND SOLID PROPULSION • ENGINEERING MECHANICS
STRUCTURES • CHEMISTRY • INSTRUMENTATION • MATHEMATICS AND SOLID STATE PHYSICS
Send professional resume for our immediate consideration. Interviews may be arranged on Campus or at the Laboratory.
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ENGINEERS
CHEMISTS
PHYSICISTS
MATHEMATICIANS
LOOK TO DUPONT!
Today is a time of rapid growth and expansion at
DuPont. Development activities are being accel-
erated, and new processes are being installed at
plants new, old and under construction.
This creates need for technical graduates: chemists
(all specialties), physicists, mathematicians; engi-
neers of almost every specialty— chemical, mechan-
ical, industrial, electrical, metallurgical.
LOCATIONS: Eastern half of U. S. primarily
REQUIREMENTS: Recent Bachelor's, Master's or
Doctor's degree
Write to . . .
2420-4 Nemours Building
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company (Inc.)
Wilmington 98, Delaware
Mm:
BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING . . . THROUGH CHEMISTRy
APRIL, 1960
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SPEED METERS
( (^ontiini: il friii/i I'tit/t 26)
This shows th;it there is a change of
apprn\iniatcl\ }\ cycles per secnnd per
mile per hour ot speed, tor tiiis paiticii-
iar transmitter tre(|iienc>.
The returnirifx echo tre(]ueiicy to-
gether with a small amount of tiic
transmitted frequency are fed into the
mixer stage of the receiver, where they
are hetrod\iu'd or heat together to pro-
duce a sum, difference, and the two
original frequencies. These frequencies
are fed into a low-pass filter to elimin-
ate all but the difference frequency. The
difference frequencN is selected because it
m.ikes possible the use of audio fre-
cpiency amplifier and detector circuits.
.Audio frequency circuits are iiuich
easier to design and construct than the
ultra ultra high frequency circints that
would be necessar\ if the sum frequenc\
were used. The output of the filter is
amplified and then sent through a cir-
cuit that gives an output proportional
to the applied frequency. The output of
tlic frequency measuring circuit oper-
ates a meter or strip chart recorder that
is calibrated in miles per hour.
Most of us, if we drive a car, have
at one time or another passed an un-
marked car sitting along side of the
highway with a small, oli\e-drab colored
bo\ sitting on a tripod next to it, or
maybe sitting on the ledge over the
back seat pointing at the traffic, or per-
haps peeking out of a partially opened
trunk. Whether we knew it or not at
the time we were being checked b\
a radar speed meter.
This particidar model radar speed
meter, made by the Automatic Signal
I^ivision of Eastern Industries Inc., was
one of the first speed radar iised by our
state police. The radar operates at a
frequency of 2,4S3 megacycles and is
accurate to within plus or minus 2'',
from to 1(10 miles per hour. The re-
ceiver-transmitter are packed in a sin-
gle case together with the amplifiers
and detector and indicating circuits, the
unit is portable and can be opeiated off
of 12(1 volt AC or a 12 volt battery.
A block diagram of this speed radar is
shown in figure 2.
The oscillator employes a 2C40 in a
idtra ultra high frequenc\ circuit to
feed a coaxial hybrid mixer assembh.
Part of the output of the oscillator is
picked off in the mixer assembly and
used as the local oscillator signal, the
rest is fed out to the antenna system
where it is radiated into the traffic pat-
tern. The anteima system is made up of
eight dipoles arranged to give a direc-
tive radiation pattern. The returning
echo signal is hetrodyned with the local
oscillator signal in the mixer assembly,
and then the difference frequency is fed
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into a series of broad-band cascaded
audio amplifiers to the grid of the fre-
quency measuring circuit. The frequen-
cy measuring circuit is one-half of a
12AU7 connected as a grid limited
audio amplifier. See figure ?i for a sche-
matic diagram ot the tre(|ueiK'\ meas-
uring circuit.
The incoming signal Es drives tin-
tube from a full conduction condition
into cutoff, as the tube is cutoff by the
incoming signal the voltage across the
tube rises to the value of B plus. This
higher operating frequencv, and allow^
the transmitter to be placed in ,i nuuh
smaller space.
Another advantage of using a kly-
stron for the oscillator is that the fre-
quency is more stable. The antenna
structure of this radar is a good ileal
different from that of the first piece ot
eijuipment. The antenna is a tapered
piece of plastic that is attached to the
ejid of the wa\e guide that comes out of
the klystron. The antenna shapes radia-
ted energy into a cone that is seven and
ANTIJNNA
COAXIAL
HYBRID
MIX-^R
BROAD
BAND
AI-'PLIPIERS
OSCILLATOR
\oltage rise which occurs at the fre-
quency of the incoming signal is placed
across the RC circuit of Rl and CI.
The input impedance of the RC circuit
as seen b\' the output of the tube is a
function of the frequency. As the fre-
quency of the incoming signal rises the
impedance of the RC circuit decreases
and the current through the resistor Rl
increases giving a voltage drop across
Rl that ri.ses in proportion to the ap-
plied signals frequency. The voltage
across Rl is read on a conventional
VTVM circuit whose meter is calibra-
ted directly in miles per hour. The func-
tion of the two diode limiters is to in-
sure that no reverse voltage is read
across the resistor Rl which would cause
the meter to read backwards and might
damage it.
Another more recent Radar Speed
.Meter that the avithor has had the op-
portunitN' to work with is the radar
speed timer built by the .Muni Quip
Corporation.
The equipment is a good deal smaller
than the first unit and is built in two
separate sections. The receiver-transmit-
ter is housed in an aluminum housing
that is circidar in shape and about the
size of an automobile spotlight. The re-
ceiver-transmitter is connected to the
amplifier and frequency measuring chas-
sis by two short lengths of cable. The
transmitter uses a klystron tube for the
oscillator, which makes possible a much
FREQUllIJCY
KEASURING
DETECTOR
INDICATING
DEVICE
Fig. 2
one-half degrees wide on either side of
center. The receiving antenna is simi-
lar in shape to the transmitting one and
lies directly below it. The incoming sig-
nal is hetrodyned with the local oscil-
lator in a crystal mixer assmbly in the
receiver-transmitter chassis and then fed
into the amplifying and frequency meas-
uring chassis. This equipment operates
at a frequency of 10,525 megacycles
with a maximum radiated power of 50
milliwatts and is accurate to within 2','i
from to 100 miles per hour.
Now that we ha\e iliscussed the
theory of operation of a Radar Speed
Meter and two different types of Radar
Speed Meters, what are the princi-
ple sources of error? The principle
sources of error in Radar Speed Meters
result from shifts in carrier frequency,
frequency measurements and meter in-
accuracies, and errors in reading either
due to parallax or human error. An-
other error results from the fact that
the speed read by the meter is not the
linear speed of the vehicle relative to
the ground. Reference to Fig. 4 shows
that the speed of the vehicle relative to
the point P, where the receiver-trans-
mitter is located, is equal to Vo Cos(^,
and is negligible for small value of
theta. This factor however limits the dis-
tance that the received-transmitter can
be placed from the road and still give
accurate readings. This factor of error
is always in fa\or of the il river and al-
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Fig. 3
ways understates the true speed.
Carrier frequency' drift results in a
very small error in readings assuming
that drift is limited to 1 !VIC, which is a
reasonable assumption with a well reg-
ulated power supply and a klystron that
has a cavity that is fixed in dimensions
and subjected to small temperature vari-
ations.
Parallax errors which result when
the operator does not look directh' down
on the meter needle, can be largely
eliminated by making the meter needle
small and placing it as close as possible
to the calibrations on the meter face.
Parallax can give errors of plus or
minus .5 to 1.5 miles per hour.
Operator errors, like the poor, are
alwa\s with us, and there is nut too
much that can be done about them, ex-
cept to make the meter calibration as
clear as possible and very easy to read.
In summary the advances in radar
technology have given \is a very port-
able, accurate, and jam proof piece of
equpiment that can be used to measure
speed.
KoM^
Vo <G:^0-^Spe:EO R£AP> On RXi>A^
-h
TkA^/^MlTTeI<
Fig. 4
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Skimming
Industrial
Headlines
Edited by The Staff
Lockheed X-7 Retires to UCLA
The Lockheed-built Air Force X-7,
which holds the free world's speed and
altitude records for air-breathing mis-
siles, is joining the "teaching staff" at
UCLA.
Converted into a space age teaching
tool, the X-7 was contributed by the
Air Force to L^CLA where the missile
is being installed at the uni\ersity's
engineering building on the Wcstwood
campus.
This X-7, an early special edition
now several years (dd, was built at the
Van Xuys plant of the Lockheed Mis-
siles and Space Division at an original
cost of $1.5 million. However, fast-
changing developments in the field have
made this older version obsolete and,
rather than scrapping this earl\ .\-7,
the Air Force decided to tuiri it o\er
to UCLA where its \al\ie as teaching
equipment is estimated at more than
$100,000.
Prior to being sent to L'CLA tin-
mis.sile was repainted and refurbished
by Lockheed, which also contributed the
display stand.
-•Accepting the 3<S-font missile on be-
half of the university, Prof. Wendell
A. ALison, vice chairman of the depart-
ment of engineering, said:
"The X-7 will be of great value for
instruction and research in the fields
of electronics and instrumentation and
will be especially useful to engineering
students planning to specialize in air-
craft and missile research."
Primary purpose of the X-7, who.se
speed record is in the neighborhood of
MHH) miles per houi", is to test new-
developments in ramjet engines and
other components for ad\anced Air
Force interceptor missiles such as the
Bomarc.
The X-7 now at L'CLA is equipped
with instrumentation that includes an
automatic pilot, guidance, telemetary,
and recovery systems. It has a Id-foot
wing span and a 20-inch diameter.
This particidar missile was part of a
special X-7 program that led to the
de\elopment of underwing rocket boost-
ers, a new recovery system, drag para-
chute clani-shell doors, and introduction
of a hydraulic system for the autopilot.
Much of this was applied to the later
Q-5 Kingfisher target missile and to a
more advanced version of the X-7, both
of which are now in Hight programs
at the Air Force and Armv bases in
New Mexico.
Air-Cooling for Hydrogen Lamps
.A new air-cooled hydrogen lamp lias
been developed by Syivania Ligiiting
Products for incorporating into the
Hydrogen Arc Illunu'nator produced by
Bausch iSc Lomb Optical Co.
The chief advantage of this ie\ised
system using the Syivania lamp o\er
water-cooled systems is the elimination
of a water supply and the tube break-
age that could result from a necessarily
complex arrangement of supply and
drainage tubes.
The illuminator is designed for use
with several models of the B «S; L
Grating Monochromator, whenever a
relativelv high, intense source of con-
tinuous illumination is required in the
ultraviolet region of the spectrum.
Kquipped with the Sylvam'a lamp, the
M t^' L Ilhnninator combines the ad-
vantages of a long-life, air-cooled hy-
drogen lamp with a power supplv w iiich
converts the alternating current line
\oltage into direct current. This con-
version results in a valuable increase in
light output and a steady direct current
source for use with rotating sectors
without introduction of harmful strobo-
scopic effects that can occur wiien tuned
AC amplifiers are used.
The design of the Svlvania lamp and
file B 1^ L power source will prolong
lamp life, reduce unwanted atomic spec-
tra from the metallic parts in the in-
terior of the lamp and permit higher
radiation intensity.
The new lamp is designeii for wide-
spread use in the field of spectropho-
tometry as a source for measurement
of L V absorption of organic and inor-
ganic materials.
In addition, the Svlvania-equipped B
& L Illuminator can play an integral
part in such specialized studies as:
( 1 ) fluorescence, a source for e.xciting
radiation in order to study emission
characteristics of materials; (2) phos-
phorescence, a special type of fluores-
cence which characterizes decay-time in
excited materials and (3) ultraviolet
reflectance, which is used as a source to
measure the diffused and specular re-
flectance of materials such as optical
coatings.
In educational and research fields,
the illuminator is used an an idtraviolet
source for studying the general optical
properties of materials.
Railroad Comeback
Railroads in Cjermany and Italy still *
think they have a future. In Germany,
94 per cent of the 3,320 railroad bridges i\
destroyed and damaged in the war have J
been rebuilt. In Italy, a five-year plan
of railway electrification will end next
year with 4,800 miles of the country's
l(),0()0-mile rail net using kilowatts in-
stead of coal.
Stretching A Point
The 2">ll million pounds of gum
chewed a year by Americans would en-
circle the earth 60 times if f(unied into
one stick. And, it could be stretched to
Mais.
Slanted Parliament
The British Minister of Works ad-
mits that two of Parliament's towers
aren't in top form. The 329-foot-high
Big Ben tower and the 336-foot-high
Victoria are each 15 inches out of
plumb. Fngineers believe it ma\- be due
to wartime bombing.
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Power for Arkansas
Mure than 14 feet in diameter and
M) feet lonir. this steel frame will house
the world's largest 36()()-rpm turbine-
generator. The unit is now under con-
struction at the Westinghouse Electric
Corporation's East Pittsburgh, Pa.,
plant.
Rateil at ,iS4,l)(l() kilovolt amperes,
the completed unit is scheduled to be
delivered to the Arkansas Power and
Light Company's new station near Hel-
ena during the summer of 1960.
The 325,000-kilowatt steam turbine
to drive the generator is being built at
the \Vestinghouse plant in Lester, I'a.
Revolutionary Aircraft Landing
System
A new and revolutionary instrument
landing system for aircraft is under de-
velopment by Boeing Airplane Com-
pany. It weighs less than 10 pounds
and costs only a fraction of present sys-
tems in operation.
The Boeing technique requires onh'
the addition of two small units to auto-
matic direction finding equipment
(ADF receivers) cmrently used on
most aircraft plus two radio "homer bea-
cons" on the ground.
Present all-weather navigation, ap-
proach and landing systems require
ground-based radar or very high fre-
quency (VHP) radio navigational aids
costing millions of dollars each and
normallv foimd oidv at major improved
fields.
The Boeing system had its beginning
in 1958 when research engineers were
tossed this problem : Develop a method
of low altitude navigation and landing
aircraft on unimproved fields in zero-
zero conditions without the aid of lights,
complex ground equipment and groimd
station persotuiel. In addition, the equip-
ment on the ground had to be light-
weight, inexpensive, extremely portable
and operable by luitrained personnel.
Because of its line of sight limitations,
VHP radio transmission is extremely re-
stricted at low altitudes. Due to this,
Boeing researchers turned to low fre-
quency channels. By solving two prob-
lems the low frequency signal's ten-
dency to follow the earth's curvature
would make it ideal for low altitude
communications.
The problem areas were: Static en-
countered on low frequency channels
can induce bearing, or heading inaccur-
acies. Also, during "blind" landings the
pilot doesn't have time to continually
compute his position—infonnation nor-
mally provided by the more complex
ground stations.
The basic Boeing idea calls for in-
stallation of two "homer beacons" on
the gro\ind. Transmitting a steady, low
frequency signal, one beacon would be
placed on the centerline of the runway's
departure end and the other at a known
distance to the left or right at the ap-
proach end.
To operate with the beacons, the air-
plane's standanl ADP receivers woidd
need a special filter and coupler—both
weighing less than six pounds. The fil-
ter, after screening information coming
out of the ADP, provides the system
with a true heading.
The coupler, a tiny but ciiticalh' ac-
curate "brain," then examines all avail-
able data and supplies the same intelli-
gence to the pilot, except for altitude,
that normally is given by ground-based
na\igational and landing aids.
Sigjials from the beacons are chan-
neled through the new system to at in-
strument continuously showing the pilot
his exact location in reference to the
runway regardless of wind. The "third
dimension," continual and exact alti-
tude information, is supplied by the
plane's radar altimeter W'hile the ADP
coupler reports constantly the number of
feet remaining before touchdown.
Correlating his altitude and distance-
to-touchdown information with what he
sees on a visual display instrument, the
pilot can bring his aircraft down safe-
ly without ever looking outside.
The new system already has com-
pleted more than 40 hours of flight test-
ing, including 60 successful approaches.
Pive of the approaches tenninated in
blind touchdowns on the runway. De-
\eloped basically for military operations,
Boeing considers potential widespread
application exists for both commercial
and private flying.
from test temperature as measured si-
multaneously by nine thermocouples
(one in the center and one in each cor-
ner) was plus or minus 0.5 degrees F
at 150 degrees F, and plus or minus
4.0 degrees 1'" at ^HD degrees F and
1000 degrees F.
The temperature range of the oven
is 125 degrees P to 1000 degrees F,
with a heat-up time of room tempera-
ture to 725 degrees P in one lioin-; to
1000 degrees P in 3^j hours, with only
2500 watts maximum electrical input.
Durability (under conditions of use)
and ease of cleaning were other factors
weighed in choosing stainless steel for
the oven's interior, according to the
manufactiM'er.
Overall exterior dimensions are i-i'/j
inches wide by 42 inches high by 33
inches deep. The interior work area
measm'es 20 inches wide by 19 inches
high by LS inches deep. Weight is ap-
proximately 200 pounds.
The oven's operation is simple. Con-
trols are located on the front panel
above the door. The controls include
:
( 1 ) an electronic, thermistor type, tem-
perature controller which is connected
to a 10-tvnn helical potentiometer with
panel-mounted dial (graduated from
to 1000) for t]ne temperatm'e setting;
(2) a controller which cycles the heat-
ers to produce a pre-determined average
wattage (adjustable from approximately
6 per cent to 100 per cent of total heat-
er wattage); (3) a master switch atid
pilot light; (4) an adjustable safety
thermostat to prevent accidental o\er-
heating.
The exterior design permits stacking
of o\ens, if desired.
Constant Heat for Lab Ovens King Solomon's Furnaces
Keeping an o\en hot isn't much of a
job. But keeping it at the exact same
heat for long periods is a task that calls
for unsual cqiu'pment. Many labora-
tories, specialized businesses, and indus-
trial plants need such ovens. The Amer-
ican Instrument Company has just in-
troduced a piece of eq\n'pment to answer
this special need.
The new oven has approximately four
cubic feet of work space, with an all-
stainless steel interior, including the in-
side panel of the door. The stainless
is a contributing factor to two of the
oven's outstanding features—constant
and vmiform heat.
In a laboratory test, a temperature
recording of a thermocouple suspended
in the center of the oven for approxi-
mately four hoins, showed a constanc\
of plus or mimis 0.5 degrees F at 1^0
degrees F, 500 degrees F, and 100 de-
grees F. Electric resistance heaters are
located in all six walls, weighted ther-
mally to produce maximum temperature
uniformity. The maxinuim deviation
A real claim to fame of King Solomon
is the copper blast furnace complex he
built in the Arabah desert in Palestine.
The furnaces were similar in construc-
tion to modern Bessemer-system smelt-
ers invented a century ago and each
could smelt 14 cubic feet of material at
one time.
Where There's Smoke . . .
There's no lire in a new waste re-
ceptacle that \ises smoke to put out
flames. When a fire starts in the re-
ceptacle, its smoke is diverted back to-
wards the flames, cutting off oxygen and
putting nut the (ire.
Gracious Living
Mass production has come to the out-
house. An alunu'mnn outhouse, original-
ly conceived for public parks and for-
ests, has drawn "amazing response"
from farmers. A 63/.-by-5^-foot model
costs $300.
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From school . . . through job . .
.
to professional
achievement
America's colleges and universities give engineering students excellent training in basic
disciplines. But this is only a preliminary to a professional career. Future success depends
largely upon wise choice of job opportunities. The U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White
Oak, offers young engineers outstanding opportunities . . . the opportunities that really count.
In considering your job situation, look into training and graduate programs, research
and working facilities, challenge of assignments, and professional advancement opportunities.
You will be pleased to learn how well a position with the U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory,
White Oak, meets your needs.
TRAINING PROGRAM OFFERS BREADTH
NOL. White Oak, has a one year rotational
training program under which an employee
is given four-month assignments in research,
engineering, and evaluation departments . . .
and a voice concerning assignment upon
completion of the program.
ASSIGNMENTS ARE CHALLENGING
Assignments are a\ailable in aeroballistics;
underwater, air and surface weapons; explo-
sion and chemistry research: physics and
applied research; and mathematics ... and
the employee has a voice in selecting the field
of his choice even during his training program.
GRADUATE PROGRAM TIES IN WITH
SIGNIFICANT PROJECTS
The graduate program, under supervision of
the University of Maryland, permits an em-
ployee to obtain advanced degrees while
working. Many courses are conducted in the
Laboratory's own conference rooms, and
employees are given generous time to attend
these courses. Highly significant projects for
theses and dissertations are available, of
course.
OPPORTUNITIES FOR PROFESSIONAL
ADVANCEMENT
The Laboratory retains patents in employee's
name for professional purposes, and for
commercial rights in some instances. Attend-
ance at society meetings is encouraged, and
there are ample opportunities to engage in
foundational research.
EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES TOP-FLIGHT
The Laboratory has some of the finest equip-
ment available anywhere for research and
development work. The Laboratory's loca-
tion at White Oak, Silver Spring, Maryland
is in an attractive and dynamic suburb of
Washington, D. C. ... an atmosphere con-
duci\e to the best of living and working
conditions.
Position vacancies exist for persons with
Bachelor, Master or Doctoral degrees, with
or without work experience, at starting
salaries ranging from $5,4.^0 to S7,510. For
additional information, address your inquiry
to: Employment Ofiicer, L). S. Naval Ord-
nance Laboratory, White Oak, Silver Spring,
Maryland.
M®& U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory
White Oak • Silver Spring, Maryland
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BRAIN TEASERS
Edited by Steve Dilts
Gi\eii nine conis, one of which i'^
counterfeit and too liglit, finil a meth-
od of finding the counterfeit h\' bal-
ancing the coins against each other on
a pan balance; there is a limit of two
trials.
The next three teasers are courtesy
of S(ii>!/i/i( .1 iii(>iicin.
Professor Merle White of the mathe-
matics department, Professor Leslie
Black of philosophy, and Jean Hrown,
a young stenographer who worked in the
university's office of admissions, were
lunching together.
"Isn't it remarkable," observed the
lady, "that our last names are Black,
Brown and White and that one of us
has black hair, one brown hair and one
white."
"It is indeed," replied the person with
black hair, "and have \ou noticed that
not one of has hair th.at matches his
or her name?"
"By golly, you're right!" exclaimed
Professor White.
If the lady's hair isn't hroxxii, what
color is it?
A square formation of Arnn cadets,
50 feet on the side, is marching fonvard
at a constant pace. The company mas-
cot, a small terrier, starts at the center
of the rear rank, trots forwaid in a
straight line to the center of the front
rank, and then trots back again in a
straight line to the center of the rear.
At the instant he returns to his position
at the rear, the cadets lia\e advanced
exactl)' 50 feet. Assunu'ng that the dog
trots at constant speed and loses no
time in turning, how many feet does
he tra\el ?
If \'ou sohe this problem, which calls
for no more than a knowledge of ele-
mentary algebra, you may wish to tackle
a much moiT difficult version proposed
b\' the famous puzzlist, Sam Boyd. In-
stead of moving forward and back
through the marching cadets, the mas-
cot trots with constant speed around
the outside of the s(]uare, keeping as
close as possible to the square at all
times.
( For the problem we assume that he
trots along the perimeter of the squaie.
)
As before, the formation has marched
t() feet by the time the dog returns to
the rear. How long is the dog's path ?
If the reader does not want to get in-
\(il\ed with fifth-degree equations, he
had better not attempt this second ver-
sion.
In H. G. Wells' novel Tin First
Men III !lic Mddii our natural satellite
is found to be inh.-ibited by intelligent
insect creatures who live in caverns be-
low the surface. These creatures, let us
assume, have a >init of distance that we
shall call a "lunar." It was adopted be-
cause the moon's surface area, if ex-
pressed in square liinars, exacth' equals
the moon's \olunie in cubic Ulnars. 1 he
moon's diameter is _',]()(! miles. How
many miles long is a lunar?
Here are the answers to last month':
teasers.
I he iiuiiihcr 24^11 ni;i\ be di\ided
into the following prime factors: 1, 2,
5, 5, 7, 7. Of all the possible permuta-
tions and combinations of these six num-
bers to yield three numbers which sum
to less than one hundred, there are onl\
two sets which have the same sum: ( ^,
11), 40) and (7, 7, 51)). The identical
sum would be the reason wh\ the law-
yer would not know ;it first. The doc-
tor must be .>_'. Since the oldest woman
is younger than the lawyer and the
lawyer was able to tell their ages, the
lawver must be 50, and the women must
be 40, 1(1, and 5.
The fallacN of the proof that all tri-
angles are isosceles is that the construe
tion is only possible for an isosceles tri-
angle or an equilateral triangle.
The king t;ikes oxer a cannibal and
returns to take o\er the other one. He
returns and two nussionaries go over.
One missionary comes back with a can-
nibal to take over the king and to bring
back the other cannibal. Then two mis-
sionaries go over, and the king makes
two trips to bring over his tribesmen.
There is exacth the same .-imount ot
water in keg as there is wine in the
bucket. Regardless of the proportions
of wine an<l water transferred—and re-
gardless of the number of exchanges
—
if the two containers first held equal
volumes of pure liquid and eventually
are left with equal volumes of mixtures,
equal amounts of wine and water have
changed pl.aces.
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Proud of your School?
WORKING TOOLS.
A.W.FABER
CASTELL
helps the hand that
shapes the future
#9000 Castell Pencil
with world's finest
natural graphite that
tests out at more than
99% pure carbon.
Exclusive microlette
mills process this
graphite into a drawing
lead that lays down
graphite-saturated,
non-feathering lines of
intense opacity. Extra
strong to take needle-
point sharpness without
breaking or feathering.
Smooth, 100%- grit-
free, consistently
uniform, 8B to lOH.
#9800 SG LOCKTITE
Tkl-A-Grade Holder,
l)erfectly balanced,
lightweight, with new
no-slip functional grip.
Relieves finger fatigue.
Unique degree
indicating device.
#9030 imported Refill
Leads, matching
exactly #9000 pencil
in quality and grading,
7B to lOH, packed in
reusable plastic tube
with gold cap.
A man advancing in
his career just
naturally gravitates to
Castell, world's finest
drawing pencil. You'll
be wise to begin now.
f(.yiJmR- CASTELL
Pencil Co., Inc., Newark 3, N. J.
New . . .
Super Conductors
rraiiiuni — tin- lunlcar tucl tliat
made possible large-scale usclul atomic
power—has yielded a new "lamily" of
hcmieal compounds amonp; the most
niiiipic in science. The new iirain'um
compounds belong to a group of sub-
stances called supcrconiinctors—mater-
ials characterized by the remarkable
ability of permitting an electric current,
once startetl in them, to tlou' in uniii-
minishcd strenf:th forever.
The new superconductors were dis-
covered by Dr. B. S. Chandrasekhar,
physicist in the metallurgy department
of the Westinghousc Research Labora-
tories, and Dr. J. K. Ilulm, manaj-er
of the Laboratories' solid state phys'cs
•iepartment.
The superconductors were found dur-
ing research on the electrical resistance
of uranium alloys at temperatures less
than one degree above absolute zero
—
459 degrees below zero Fahrenheit.
The new superconductors, four in all,
include the first ever known to contain
manganese and iron, two elements that
always have been considered alien to
the existence of superconductivity. All
are known as "intermetallic com-
pounds" and are alloys of uranium and
one other metal.
"Superconductixity is among the
most startling phenomena in all physical
science," Dr. Hulm said. "It occurs in
various metals and alloys at very low
temperatures. For reasons that are not
now well understood, the electrical re-
sistance of these materials suddenly
drops to about one-millionth of one-
billiontli of its normal value. Electric
currents flow in them undiminished and
apparently forever.
"One can readily visualize the im-
mense practical importance of this be-
havior if it could be made to occur at
reasonably high temperatures," he said.
"Such superconductors would make
possible electrical and electronic devices
not now even visualized, and would
re\oIutionize the practices and products
of these industries as we know them
today. The>' are beginning to find ap-
plication in midget computers u.seful for
airborne control of rockets and mis-
siles.
"Because of the \\i(lespread applica-
tion as a nuclear fuel, the mctallurg\-
r)f uraruuni :uul its allo\s has been e.\-
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tensi\el\' explored. Hut no comparable
rcsearcli li.is been carried out on the
electrical propeitics of these materials.
Our purpose was to study the unique
electrical resistance of uranium alloys
down to very low temperatures and to
continue a basic investigation of super-
conductivity that has been pursued in
these laboratories for many years.
"The measurements of electrical re-
sistance," Dr. Hulm said, "were made
on uranium-molybdciuim and uranium-
niobium aIlo>s that ha\e been stabilized
in crystal structure by heating to 16^11
degrees Fahrenheit for 24 hours and
rapidly quenching in water.
"The alloys showed surprising tem-
perature-resistance behavior. Contrary
to all known alloys, their elecficnl re-
sistance became progressively larger as
the temperature was decreased all the
way down to one or two degrees abo\e
absolute zero, at which temperat\ues
they became superconductors. The su-
perconductivity," Dr. Hidm said, "also
w.as surprising in view of the rise in
electrical resistance preceding it. Corre-
lation of the superconductivity and re-
sistivity data has thrown new light on
the electronic structure of the atoms
making up the alloys," he declared.
To probe more deeply into the super-
conducting behavior of uranium alloys,
the Westinghouse scientists then studieil
a group of "intermetallic compounds."
Such compoimds form when uranium is
chemically combined with such metals
as ahmiinum, manganese, iron, cobalt,
and nickel. It was from these studies
that the completely new superconduct-
ors emerged.
"Fo\ir undiscovered superconductors
were found among the intennetallic
compounds containing cobalt, manga-
nese and iron," Dr. Hulm reported.
"Of special interest is the fact that
two of them are the first superconduct-
ing compounds ever known to contain
manganese and iron.
"Heretofore, the presence of these
two elements has been regarded as
'death' to the supercoiulucting state.
That theory is no longer acceptable.
Indeed, these new superconductors not
only are a reality, but may be among
the most useful in superconductor re-
search.'
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• Flij^lit data systems are e^M-nlial i-qiii|iiiR'iil lor inents. Pioneer in this and otiiei lli^lit ami electronic
all modern, high speed aircraft. In the AiResearch systems, AiResearch is also working with highly sen-
centralized system, environmental facts are fed to a sitive temperature controls for jet aircraft, autopilot
central analog computer (above), which in turn indi- systems, submarine instrumentation, transistorized
cates to the pilot where the aircraft is, how it is amplifiers and servo controls for missile application,
performing, and makes automatic cf)ntrol adjust- and ion and radiation measuring devices.
EXCITING FIELDS OF INTEREST
FOR GRADUATE ENGINEERS
Diversity and strength in a company offer the engi-
neer a key opportunity, for with broad knowledge
and background your chances for responsibility and
advancement are greater.
The Garrett Corporation, with its AiResearch
Divisions, is rich in experience and reputation. Its
diversification, which you will experience through
an orientation program lasting over a period of
months, allows you the best chance of finding your
most profitable area of interest.
Other majorfields nf interest include:
• Missile Systems— has delivered more accessory
power units for missiles than any other company.
AiResearch is also working with hvdraulic and hot
gas control systems for missiles.
• Environmental Control Systems
—
piimeer, leading devel-
oper and supjilicr of aircraft and spacecraft air con-
ditioning and pressurization systems.
• Gas Turbine Engines—world's largest producer of small
gas turbine engines, with more than 8,500 delivered
ranging from .->() to 8S() horsepower.
Should you be interested in a career with The
Garrett Corporation, see the magazine "The Garrett
Corporation and Career Opportunities" at your Col-
lege placement office. For further inforrnalion write
to Mr. Gerald D. Bradley . .
.
THE
/AiResearch Manufacturing Divisions
Los Angeles 45, Cdlijornia • Plioenix. Arizona
I
Systems, Packages and Components for: AIRCRAFT, missile, nuclear and industrial applications
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BOOK REVIEW SECTION
MALLEABLE IRON CASTINGS
by the Malleable Founders Society. The Ann Arbor Press, Inc.,
Ann Arbor, Michigan. 1960. 526 p. ($10.00).
.Malleable iron C"a>tmi;s. a eomprc-
hciisi\c and up-to-date handbook on one
of America's most \ersatlle eii<iineeriiifj
materials, is now a\ailable to the metal-
working publie.
I'ublished by .Malleable Founders So-
ciety, the work reflects the authoritati\e
knowledge of the malleable industry's
foremost found r\ technicians and cast-
ing designers.
The editors ha\e taken into account
the industry's great progress in recent
years, expantiing the content of new
publication by more than 40', o\er the
previous edition, published in 1'144.
New emphasis has been given to the
description of pearlitic malleable iron.
This steel-like material offers greater
hardness and wear-resistance than fer-
ritic malleable, but has sufficient duc-
tility and machinabiliry to make it ideal
for many moving-part applications
—
gears, crankshafts, sprockets and hubs.
Since machinability is one of malle-
able iron's outstanding characteristics,
this subject is also covered in detail. In-
cluded in the machining chapter are
discussions of all the basic operations
turning, drilling, boring, milling anil
taiiping.
The chapter includes ten representa-
tive ca.se histories in which each opera-
tion in the processing sequence is illus-
trated. Data such as tool feeds and
speeds, rake angles, etc. accompany each
of these drawings.
While it covers the basics of foundr\'
operation the handbook is al.so designed
to help the engineer in design of metal
components; the purchasing agent in
materials selection and the production
planner in processing malleable castings.
Om- metalworking authority, W. S.
I'ellini, Superintendent of the Metal-
lurgy Di\ision of the United States
Naval Research Laboratory, says of the
handbook
. . . "it is quite evident that
no pains have been spared in develop-
ing concrete factual information while
retaining a high degree of readability."
In addition to the material on Pearl-
itic Malleable and Machining, chapters
are ile\oted to Uses and Products, Me-
chanical and Physical Properties of
Standard Malleable, Design, Metallur-
gy. Manufacture, and Alloyed Malle-
ables. Price of the new handbook is
^lO.OO. It is available from Malleable
Foimders Society, 7S1 Union Com-
merce Huilding, Cleveland 14, Ohio.
Design for your future!
Learn how to build the new
DEEP STRENGTH
Asphalt pavements
If you're going into Civil Engineering, it will pay
you to keep a close eye on Asphalt design devel-
opments.
Here, for example, is the latest from Oklahoma
... one of the new, DEEP-STRENGTH Asphalt
pavements the state is using on Interstate 40.
This one is outstanding because its base is 8 inches
of hot-mixed—hot-laid sand-Asphalt ... no coarse
aggregate.
Why 8 inches? Why not 6 or 10? What did engi-
neers do to insure good drainage? What factors
set the design?
The Asphalt Institute answers questions like
these . . . keeps you abreast of all the latest in the
design of Asphalt Highways, the most durable
and economical pavements known. Would you
like our new booklet, "Advanced Design Criteria
for Asphalt Pavements", or our "Thickness De-
sign Manual"? Write us.
Ribbons of velvet smoothncs'^
ASPHALT paved Interstate Highivays^
THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE
Asphalt Institute Building, College Park, Maryland
40 THE TECHNOGRAPH
If your sights are set on electronics-
With the IBM Sage computer, Air Force personnel view computer-
generated displays projected in the Command Post.
-youll find Photography at Work with you
The engineer working in elec-
tronics finds photography one of
his most valuable tools. For ex-
ample, he uses camera and film
to capture and study the fleeting
transient on the oscilloscope face.
X-rays and film provide him
with a check on the internal in-
tegrity of sealed components.
Even intricate circuits can be
printed and miniaturized by
photographic methods.
There's hardly a field on
which you can set your sights
where photography does not play
a part in simplifying work and
routine. It saves time and costs
in research, on the production
line, in the engineering and sales
department, in the office.
So in whatever you plan to
do, take full advantage of all the
ways photography can help.
CAREERS WITH KODAK:
With photography and photo-
graphic processes becoming in-
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N. Y.
creasingly important in the business
and industry of tomorrow, there
are new and challenging oppor-
tunities at Kodak in research, en-
gineering, electronics, design, sales,
and production.
If you are looking for such an
interesting opportunity, write for in-
formation about careers with Kodak.
Address: Business and Technical
Personnel Department,
Eastman Kodak Company.
Rochester 4, N.Y.
One of a series
IIItorview with
General Eleelric^s Earl G. Abbott,
Mana^er— Sales Training
Technical Training Programs
at General Electric
Q. Why does your company have train-
ing programs, Mr. Abboff?
A. Tomorrow's many positions of major
responsibility will necessarily be filled by
young men who have developed their
potentials early in their careers. General
Electric training programs simply help
speed up this development process.
In addition, training programs provide
graduates with the blocks of broad ex-
perience on which later success in a
specialization can be built.
Furthermore, career opportunities and
interests are brought into sharp focus
after intensive working exposures to
several fields. General Electric then gains
the valuable contributions of men who
have made early, well-considered deci-
sions on career goals and who are con-
fidently working toward those objectives.
Q. What kinds of technical training pro-
grams does your company conduct?
A. General Electric conducts a number
of training programs. The G-E programs
which attract the great majority of
engineering graduates are Engineering
and Science, Manufacturing, and Tech-
nical Marketing.
Q. How long does the Engineering and
Science Program last?
A. That depends on which of several
avenues you decide to take. Many gradu-
ates complete the training program dur-
ing their first year with General Electric.
Each Program member has three or four
responsible work assignments at one or
more of 61 different plant locations.
Some graduates elect to take the Ad-
vanced Engineering Program, supple-
menting their work assignments with
challenging Company-conducted study
courses which cover the application of
engineering, science, and mathematics to
industrial problems. If the Program mem-
ber has an anal>-tical bent coupled with a
deep interest in mathematics and physics,
he may continue through a second and
third year of the Advanced Engineering
Program.
Then there is the two-year Creative
Engineering Program for those graduates
who have completed their first-year
assignments and who are interested in
learning creative techniques for solving
engineering problems.
Another avenue of training for the
qualified graduate is the Honors Program,
which enables a man to earn his Master's
degree within three or four semesters at
selected colleges and universities. The
Company pays for his tuition and books,
and his work schedule allows him to earn
75 percent of full salary while he is going
to school. This program is similar to a
research assistantship at a college or
university.
Q. Just how will the Manufacturing
Training Program help prepare me for
a career in manufacturing?
A. The three-year Manufacturing
Program consists of three orientation
assignments and three development
assignments in the areas of manufacturing
engineering, quality control, materials
management, plant engineering, and
manufacturing operations. These assign-
ments provide you with broad, funda-
mental manufacturing knowledge and
with specialized knowledge in your
particular field of interest.
The practical, on-the-job experience
offered by this rotational program is sup-
plemented by participation in a manu-
facturing studies curriculum covering
all phases of manufacturing.
Q. What kind of training would I get
on your Technical Marketing Program?
A. The one-year Technical Marketing
Program is conducted for those graduates
who want to use their engineering knowl-
edge in dealing with customers. After
completing orientation assignments in
engineering, manufacturing, and market-
ing, the Program member may specialize
in one of the four marketing areas: appli-
cation engineering, headquarters market-
ing, sales engineering, or installation and
service engineering. j
In addition to on-the-job assignments,
related courses of study help the Program
member prepare for early assumption of
major responsibility.
Q. How can I decide which training
program I would like best, Mr. Abbott?
A. Well, selecting a training program is
a decision which you alone can make. You
made a similar decision when you selected
your college major, and now you are
focusing your interests only a little more
sharply. The beauty of training programs
is that they enable you to keep your
career selection relatively broad until you
have examined at first hand a number of
specializations.
Furthermore, transfers from one Gen-
eral Electric training program to another
are possible for the Program member
whose interests clearly develop in one
of the other fields.
Personalized Career I'luiinitig
is General Electric's term for the
selection, platenient, and pro-
fessional development of engi-
neers and scientists. If you iiould
like a Persoinilized Career Plan-
ning folder nhich describes in
more detail the Company's train-
ing programsfor technical gradu-
ates, nrite to Mr. Abbott at Sec-
tion 959-13, General Electric
Company. Schenectady 5, iV. 1.
Progress fs Our Most Imporfanf Product
GENERAL AeLECTRIC
